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ABSTRACT

Thjs thesis attempts to understand the individual and social bases

of citizen participation in a manner shich wiìl be beneficiaì to a

student of city planning. In addition to literature avaiìable through

academic sources, a number of papers, consulting reports and articles

from journaìs were consulted. Personal interviews and first hand study

of c'itizen participation bJere extreme'ly important.

As result of these investjgations it became apparent that

while there are real personal and socjal benefits to be obtained from

properly run programs of citizen participation. There are also very

real barriers to part'icipation. These barriers include obstacles posed

by both ind'ividuals and entrenched social practices. There are means

by which these barriers can be circumvented.

Because citizen participation is in the increase, p'lanners

should be familiar with the probìems and pitfalls which can bedevil the

interaction between citizens and their government-
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CHAPTER ONE

I NTRODUCT I ON

This document is intended to be a master's thesis written for the

Department of City Planning of the University of Manitoba. If curiosity

prompts you as it did me, to wonder about the subject matter of a city

pìanning thesis, then you might be moved to examine the master's thesis

card index in the architecture library. I was thínking of doing a thesis

on citizen participation, and I wanted to find out if the topic had been

considered by some other student. I found that there are theses deaìing

with a variety of issues which are important to planning such as'land use,

housing, law, theory, etc. In particular there are a number of theses in

which the authors have done a ìot of face to face interviews with members

of the conmunity. There are no theses which identify and examine issues

which are relevant to the particípation of the community in planning. I

think that this is odd. Alì pìanning decisions once imp'lemented have a

profound effect on the lives of some group of peop'le. The attitudes and

responses of that group of people can influence the success of pìanned

initiatives. Because of this I believe that understanding how to work with

those persons whose lives are affected by pìanning decisions should be an

important objective of a student of city planning.

However, my Ínterest in participation as it relates to planning is

prompted by two other events which affected me deeply. The first event

was the inquiry into the expropriation of land north of Logan for the

purpose of creating a "high tech" industrial park. The expropriation was

opposed vigourously by a group of citizens who called themselves the North
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Logan Conununity Conmittee. Their opposition coupìed with a change in the

provincial government led to the estabìishment of the inquiry.

The conflict between citizens and government quickly became a con-

flict between citizens, and the pìanning staff of the City of l.linnipeg.

Among the numerous attempts made by the pìanners to discredit the

residents' position, one point was made repeatedìy. The pìanners argued

that if the residents'arguments had the wide support in the neighbourhood

as claimed by the North Logan Conmunity Conrnittee, then why wasn't this

support backed up by a larger turnout of the area residents at pubìic

meetings? 0f more than 300 residents al'legedìy ì'iving in the area fewer

than twenty attended the hearings to support the Logan Corffnittee. The

p'lanners believed apparentìy that'if people want something or if they

oppose something they wi'll band together and fight for their beliefs and

desires. I too believed this and was puzz'led by the apparent lack of

support. When I questioned those whom I thought would know why more peop'le

were not attending, I was answered with blank looks and vague responses-

The second event involved school closure in the City of l,linnipeg. In

seeking a suitabìe thesis topic, I had decided that re-use of vacant schools

would make an excellent thesis. After alì, school yards and buildings are

an important social and physicaì focus of most neighbourhoods. In carrying

out research on the issue of closure and re-use of schoo'l buildings I found

that a tremendous amount of effort has gone into the various technical and

administrative aspects surrounding schooì closure, but that little research

had been done on the actual impacts on neighbourhoods of closing schools.

Aìso, most school closures have been impìemented in the face of extreme

oppos'ition from parents who objected to the closure. Parental participation
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in closing schooìs was deemed important only as an afterthought, but seemed

to have tittle or no impact on the decision of whether or not a given

school should be closed.

These factors whetted my interest in the issues surrounding school

closure and particuìarly in the process by which schools are closed- As I

considered these two areas, another fact emerged which convinced me that

my real interest was citizen participation. During interviews with teach'ing

professionals who were directly involved with school cìosure, a number of

them commented that the responses of middle cìass parents to closures

djffered from those of working class parents. The latter group were

identified as lacking'interest in such matters. Once again I was con-

fronted by the same question that had troubled me during the North Logan

Inqu.iry. I needed to find out why some people get involved in an issue

while other people don't in situations where both groups are simiìarly

affected by the issue.

Having settled on a topic area, and having completed a number of

interviews on school closures, I started a library search for relevant

material. Unfortunatety this proved to be in short suppìy. Due to the

generosity of a number of people I was abìe to accumulate a number of books,

papers, reports, and interviews to supplement my own experiences- I was

able to put together a document which consists of five chapters not

counting the introduction or the conclusion.

Chapter two consists primariìy of material gìeaned from books on

demographìc theory. Much of this literature was written by distinguished

political philosophers of the late l8th,19th and 20th centurìes or by
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cormentators of their works. The value of this literature is manifold.

Firstly, the basic democratic prìnciples are stated and defended- Certain

of the theorists are ìn favour of mass citizen participation. Certain of

them are opposed. Qut of these basic positions on democracy, it is

possible to assemble a basjc position for participation, and a basic

position against participation. Further examination of each of these basic

positions reveals that the central focus of these differing positions is a

d.isagreement over the value of human development given the factual basis

for that development. Those opposing participation argue on the grounds

of political expediency based on a rational assessment of human nature and

development, that participation is more trouble than it is worth- Those

who favour participation argue on moral and psychological grounds, that

participatìon is an absolute necessity. Because the focal point of th'is

debate invoìves human development I feìt obliged to incorporate into the

text some djscussion of a theory of human nature and motivation. Several

peopìe who work'in community settings reconmnended Maslow's theory, and so

I used this theory'in an attempt to further understand the political

theori sts.

The theory of motivation, plus the differeing positions on partici-

pation provide a set of characteristics or categories through which

examples of citizen participation can be examined. These categories are

historical and abstract. In the third chapter I attempt to update this

set of characteristics and to move the set of characteristics one step

closer to actual exampìes of citizen participation. In order to do this I

considered a number of contemporary pamphlets, studies, articles, and

consultants, reports on citizen participation. Some of these articles were
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wrjtten by citizen activists and radjcal reformers, while others were

commìssioned by government agencies. For the most part they are based

upon direct or almost d'irect experience with exampìes of citizen partici-

pat'ion. However, instead of provid'ing case studjes, they attempt to

create an overview of different types of participat'ion. In some cases'

strategies which might benefit a citizen's group or a government agency

are elaborated. The interesting thing about these articles is that they

don't draw upon the historical literature. For this reason they provide

both a test for the accuracy of this ìiterature, as weìl augmenting the

set of categories that developed from the ljterature. Incjdentally' the

basic positions drawn from this l'iterature are confirmed by the contemporary

conmentators.

At thjs point in the thesis, I have abstracted a set of characteristics

which can be used to examine case studies of citizen participation- These

characteristics include observations about the basic nature and development

of human beings in socjal settings. They incìude discussions of factors

which will promote partÍcipation, as well as factors which will inhibit it.

The next thing I wanted to do was case studies of citizens' participation

in order to see if these categories had any practical appìication. The

fourth chapter consists of two case studies. One study is drawn from

events which took pìace in Toronto, the other from events which took pìace

in Calgary. Both authors had been involved directly with citizen groups.

Aìthough their personaì styìes differed drasticaìly in terms of both

organ.izìng and writing, their accounts confirm the usefuìness of the

categor.ies. In addition their firsthand accounts provide detailed insights

into participation which refine even further the set of categories'
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l,ly final step was to appty this set of categories directly to a case

of citizen participation in l,linnipeg. The case I chose to study was school

closure in the City of tlìnnìpeg. Again the categories prove useful. How-

ever, because much of the information I collected came from personal

interviews, I was able to make even further refinements to the set of

categori es.

In the sixth chapter I tried to tie up a few loose ends and to

formulate a tentative answer to my questions about who part'icipates and

urhy. In the conclusion I wiiì attempt to assess the value of citizen

parti ci pati on for a student of ci ty pl ann'i ng -

Before I proceed with the body of my thesjs, I want to make a few

conrnents about the method of research and writing. Our cuìture p'laces a

high vaìue on scíentific method, rationality, and positivism. It is

beljeved that wjth proper tools' proper methods, and proper analysis

propositions can be formulated which truthfulìy depict the world. This

belief is so dominant that virtually every area of human endeavour

carried on in our society uses rational models, rationaì methods, and has

positivistic goaìs. Personally, I believe that the high expectations we

pìace on these systems cannot be fulfilled. l,lhenever a rational system

is apptied to the everyday world it eventualìy faììs short of its expected

performance. This is especiaìly true of those theories which attempt to

systematically analyse human behaviour. 0n this view, human behaviour is

not susceptible to abstract symbolic representation and anaìysis. This is

not to say that we cannot have knowìedge about human behaviour- It does

say that what we know about human behaviour, and what we can write or say

about human behaviour are two separate things. Theories of human behavjour
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function as pointers or indicators of their subiect matter. They do not

define that subject matter. To understand human behaviour one has to

experience it. Reading, writing, or discussion about human behaviour will

not enlighten anyone who lacks the direct experience of the subiect being

stud'ied. For example, imagine trying to learn how to ride a bicycle by

reading a book about it. The onìy reliable method for learning how to ride

a bicyc'le is to get on $,Àtart riding. I think that learning about parti-

cipat'ion is ìike learning how to ride a bjcycìe. Words written or spoken

/'-,1\noû} make any sense unless there is some basis of relevant experience

from whjch these words can be examined. Partic'ipation is primarily some-

thing we do, and secondly something we talk about.

Because of these beliefs I have drawn much of my information from my

own direct experience, or from that portion of the direct experiences of

others which I was abìe to understand. Most of this latter information

was acquired from interviews and informaì conversations w'ith a number of

peop'le in the city. Also because of my beliefs, I have tried to construct

a model of participation. }lhiìe it appears that there are certain general

principìes that can be applied, they cannot be app'lied in the abstract or

a priori. Participation and human development are highly individualised.

None of the foregoing should be construed as downplaying the usefulness

of rationaì models. Nor shouìd the fact that I am not building a rational

model cause anyone to assume that what follows is not value laden. However,

if any of what follows is going to make sense, the reader has to reìate

what is sajd to his or her own experience. Everybody has experience in

participation, aìthough they may not think of it as such. Like pìanning,

participation is potiticaì in the broad sense of the term. Any time peopìe
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get together to do something, or just to talk that is a political gathering

When peopìe congregate they influence each other. When people influence

each other, questions about power and leadership are relevant. Power and

leadership are the essence of poìitics. Seen in this manner, peopìe's

participation in schools, churches, famiìies, etc. is a politicaì event.

It is from this perspective that I would like the reader to view what

follows. Participation is about human nature, human development, and

politics in the broad sense. I do not ask the reader to agree with this

view, nor do I seek the reader's approval of this view. I do seek his

indulgence of this view. Onward!
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CHAPTER Tl.lO

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION: A THEORETICAL PTRSPECTIVE

The first task to be undertaken in examining citizen participation

is to define or characterise what ís meant by the term "participation".

As a working definition we can say that citizen's participation takes

place when actions are performed by citizens that are "intended to

influence the attitudes and behaviour of those who are empowered to make

decisions." (20, 12) Originally the term was associated with partici-

patory democracy. As our present system of government evolved, the

original notion of participation in government was replaced by a view-

point which can be described as representatíve democracy.

For the purposes of this discussion, the terms "representative

democracy" and "participatory democracy" can be partially characterised

as follows. A person who subscribes to the representative theory of

democracy believes that participation in government by citizens is best

ìimited to: l. .yotinS by secret baìlot, 2. only those citizens who

are well informed about government by reason of their experience and

position in society. (R p..ron who subscribes to participatory theory

believes that participation by government by citizens'shouìd incìude alì

citize¡¡--itt-lS--djr:-"ç-t .a -mannep-as.possib.le.,ì These opposinn ì0.u. u..

offered on the one hand by the parti.lputo.i theories of democracy, and

on the other hand by the representative theories of democracy. Pateman

attributes participatory theories to both Mills, Bentham Rousseau, and

iy
l\

Col e. (6r 
- 
l B) The Mi I I s works ,,.were. wri tten ci rc

/_\/r\

/tr¿''
circa i850,\Rousseau's circa .l750, 

arid Cole's ci
)/

-../theory is espoused by Berelson, Dahl, Santori, E

a

I 920.

Bentham's Üo

presentati ve

especial lycks , and
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Schumpeter. (6, 2) These gentlemen wrote circa

Pateman's analysis plus Schumpeter and Cole, I wilì examine both groups

of theories and briefly discuss theirrespective views on the issue of

ci t'izen' s particiPation.

Parti ci patory Theories

pateman points out that there is really no single body of theoreti-

cal propositions that can be identified as being accepted by alì parti-

c'ipatory theorists. (6, l7) However, there is a set of issues

identified by Pateman which are of inrnediate concern with respect to the

theor.ies under discussion. These issues are associated with l) the role

of voti ng, 2) t¡re growth and development of the community, 3) the role

of leadership in democracY-

l. The Role of Voting

The choice of leaders or representatives in most democratic systems

is made by means of voting. Most theorists agree that the nature of

government has an important effect on the day to day ìives of the citizens.

Voting in elections is seen as the means by which a citizen.can both

participate in the business of government, and protect his own private

interests. Having to compete for the support of the citizens ensures

that the representatives will strive to protect the interests of the

citizens. (6, ì8,20)

2. CommunitY DeveloPment

¡¡h.ile aìl participatory theorists acknowìedge the protective aspect

of voting,___&ous_åe-au_$q ç0"_Lg_. 
in particular emphasize the role of more

d'irect active participatìon in the growth and development of the

/t' 'r
t'\

ì'950-1965. '', Using
lñ..
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coffmuni ty. (6, 22) ( I , l8l -.|82 ) For my purposes ' grovrth and devel opment

have two attributes. These are: l. the developrnent of critical con-

sciousness,2. the development of personaì, social, and technicaì skills

by which groups and individuaìs can meet their own needs and contribute

to meeting the needs of others. Cole and Rousseau adopt this position

for the following reason. Alì theorists from both groups accept the

position that the psychological attitudes and behaviour of individual

citizens are shaped by the sociaì institutions that affect their lives.

So, "...participation has a psychological effect on the participants,

ensuring that there is a constant interrelationship between the working

of j nsti tuti ons , and the psycho'log'i cal qual i ti es and atti tudes of

indjvjduals interracting with them." (6, 22) The participatory theorists

concejve this relationship in a dynamic way so that "...the centra ì

function of (institutionaì ) participation is:j:,_th. educatjon of an entire

people to the point where theirintellectuaì, emotional , and moral

capacities have reached their fullest development." (6, 22) In thjs

context, the function of institutions and the role that participation is

to play in them is to foster the totaì growth and development of t

individual and society.

In addition, the well being of society is conceived in terms of the

well being of its individuaì members. The process of participation helps

to produce and to promote freedom and equaìity and a sense of beìonging

in its members (6,27) ffre individual is free to be human and to be

unoppressed. (2, 23-24\
ri

Through voting a citizen can protect is private i nterest. Through

direct participation, the individual learns that he has to consider wider
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than-[is own priva,te i¡tqle-:!. He ]earns that public and

private jnterest are linked. (6, 25) According to Pateman, the parti-

cipatory theorists believe that lack of participation can produce a

sociaìly dangerous self interest. (6, 29)

3. LeadershiP

The issue of leadership or authority is ignored largeìy by the

participatory theorists since the issue is usually associated with the

¡F ln thic cpnse it is authoritarian and is not
\exelcj-se-o,f-.,power. In this sense it is authoril

compatible with participatory democracy. 0n this view, leadership is a

"prescrìptìon (which) represents the imposition of one man's choice upon

another, transforming the consciousness of the man prescribed to into

one that conforms to the prescriber's consciousnesst" (2r--I) However'
l

in a participatory system a leader will "lead by influencg'""not by Y
forcible imposition of his w'ill." (1,51) A leader in this sense does

not substitute his wil'l for the wilì of the peoþìe, nor does he implement

his interpretation of their will. He carries out their will as under-llfl

stood by them. (1, 5l )

matters

o

A leader in this sense can be described as a servant of the people

ita tor. His role is one of service, not the exercising of

.\;

.{'i

power or authority. Leadership is a pedagogicaì exercise which is

carried on with the people, not for them (2,25), to them, or against

them. Thus according to participatory theorists there is a direct link

between the structure of socìaì institutjons, leadership or authority,

community development, education, and participation'
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The View of the Representative Theqrist!

The representative theorists adopt a viewpoint which is generaììy

opposed to that of the participatory theorists on the three issues.

l. The Role of Voting

The secret ballot is the sole acceptable means by which citizens may

participate. By means of their vote individuaì citizens protect their

equality and their private interests.

2, Community Development

Institutions educate the citizenry with respect to their role in

society. That these institutions are largely authoritarian in structure

is acceptabìe. It is betterrJor:-the government to be control'led by a

r€]g!_iyg_-ly-..S_mall number of persons d¡1y¡.,flo-m..a.nar!:.otr,stratum of society.

A group of this sort will have shared vaìues and exn21,!1le,s; This will

make it easier for them to make decisions, and will promote stability of

t¡i
"l,ii

government. Too much participation by wi l.l- h-ay-e-,¡

desta zing effect on government due to the inevitab'le clash of values.

(6, 14)

3. The Role of Leadership

Leadership is chosen by the competítion for the votes of the

citizens by those who are interested in teading. AccoUTg, to Schumpeter,

this competition is the definitg characteristic of democracy. These

individuals secure the favour of the voter by identifyjng issues which

affect the interests of the voter and by proposing to.solve these issues

in a manner which is acceptable to the voter. (7,269) It is the

leaders who identify the issues, not the citizens. (1, 5l)
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What is the Critical Issue?

It is apparent from this very superficiaì examination of these three

issues that there are significant differences between the two groups of

theories. Most of the dispute can be attributed to differing views of

þuman nature. The participatory theorists maintain a view of human

, 'LI
iSflhature such that the goals of society are identified with the values a
' .:(jn'
\ 0Ú\'¿Úi' development of all persons. The representative theorists support a vi

I

nàr
i
) i\.

ew

of human nature which makes plausible the identification of the goaìs of

society with the values of the rul'in g eìite. Schumpeter suPPorts his

views on the goals of socìety in the following ways:

l. Most people (in Particuì

not democratic Ettitudes. T

caìl¡ ynl-rlf.9 fo" decision

ar the I ower cl asses ) have. author"i tari an .--

hey are not interested in and aT p-syclo.l-ogi:=

making and p-oliti_c¡. (7, 250) This statement

is used both to expìain and iustify the low levels of interest and

involvement in civic affairs by the lower classes

z. The participatory theories assume that a)¿qo:lg a-re rat,iqoulì, o,

that there is a coÍrnon good or conmon will to which all rationaì persons

subscribe, and c) individuals will seek to realize this con"rnon good.

(7, 250)

Having set up this view of human nature, Schumpeter proceeds to

attack it. He makes the folìowing critical observations:

a. Human beings are not rationaì about most matters. In order to behave

rationally with respect to most issues, he argues, the individual must be

welì informed in isolation from social infìuences. That is, social
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infl uences are rrat'ional. Since most people have onìy a very narrow

dìrect acquaintance with most issues, their abiìity to respond rationaìly

is restricted.

b. Because people are not well informed in a direct manner with respect

to most issues, their behaviour with respect to these issues wilì be

irrational. They wilì be susceptible to manipuìation of the sort

p ractised in mass advertisin

mass behaviour will be i ational.

65) So, any and alì public or

attempt to formul ate a common

256-2

will or common good is doomed to fajlure.

According to Schumpeter, these features of human nature make it

desirable that. participation in government affairs be limited to the well
\

informed few. This principìe of limited participation extends to voting.

All people are equaì in that they have the right to vote. It is better

from a standpoint of rationality that some peopìe choose not to exercise

their franchise.

This point of view is a thinly veiled attempt to iustify our present

system and our present society on the grounds that it is stable and

rationaì despite its great inequities of wealth and power.

However, there is a chicken-or-the-egg prob'lem with this position.

All theories agree that the institutions of society have a profound

effect on the psychoìogicaì makeup of the citizens. If peopìe are not

rational in their public behaviour, and if they are disinterested in or

poorly informed about pubìic issues, then it is like]y that soci al

institutions are at least partly to blame. It is not sufficient to
! 

-- ---

justifV u ro.iil system on the basis of the psychoìogicaì makeup of its
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citizens, when the attitudes of those citizens are intimately affected

by the nature of the social system.

Schumpeter's contention is that the individual must form his views

in isolation from his fellows. An immediate consequence of this view is

that all matters which transcend the most basic day to day lives of the

majority of peopìe wi'll be beyond the grasp of those individuaìs. Thus,

tho 0 are o ruìe are those whose daiìy lives acquaint them wíth

e.Odership and power.
/F
v

Thìs argument can be turned on its head. If the views of most

indjviduals are narrow when formed based upon their own direct experience,

then in order to broaden these views, social interaction is required.

Participation can be a rne=a¡s to overcoming-Üe inadequacjes of pursuing

only indìvidual goaìs. The common good or conrnsn wilì ís something which

can onìy be developed through active involvement in social activities.

If that process of social interaction is irrational according to some a

priori notion of rationality, then so what?

: l-
."t.-iiilÀ ¿' 

'r1)

Thus, the belief that human beings are limited to a narrow self

interest is a cornerstone of the views of the repnesentative theories.

In addition to this belief, there are other points of confìict:

l. 0n both points of view, participation and democracy are equivaìent.

Representative theory maintains that participation should be timited to

voting. The virtue of this position is that it permits strong ìeadership,

and eliminates from government the destabilising eìement of the

pol i ti cal'ly unwashed.

,'n\''ìul
/'l'ì f '
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Participatory theory claims that participation has virtues which are

independent from the ends of the process (in this example, the choice of

leadership). (6, 37) These virtues are the increased moral and intellec-

tuaì deveìopment of the citizens. This development para'llels a shift in

the interests and attitudes of the citizens from narrow self interest to

broader public interest. The representative viewpoint maintains a static

view of society. Apparentìy, the defenders of this view do not deny that

social interaction has a profound effect on the consciousness of the

individual. However, what is calìed growth and development by the parti-

c'i patory theorì es i s termed i rrati onal and potenti al 'ly dan9e19us behavi our

by the representative theories. It is potential'ly dangerous because by

increasing the number of persons interested in government, it decreases

the stability of that government. This occurs because the greater the

number of persons interested in government, the greater the likel'ihood

that there will be clashes of values. These clashes reduce the effective-

ness of government leadership. (6, 2; 7, 252)

2. Participatory theory stresses the need for freedom and equality in

all areas of society, particularly in the areas of poìitics and economics.

These are "the indispensable conditions for the quest for human comple-

tion." (2, 24) That is, political and economic equaìity are necessary

to the growth and development which on the participatory view, are

implicit in society. Although institutions shape the values, attitudes,

and behaviour of the community, they are aìso shaped by the values,

attitudes, and behaviour of the individuaìs who are involved in them.

This is especiaììy true for the individuaìs who controì them. Thus

social and economic inequality breed social and economic inequality.
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Th1s inequaìity wilt defeat the educational and developmental $oaìs of

parti ci patory democracy.

Both representative and participatory theories accept the intimate

educational reìationship that exists between the development of

individuaìs which which they interact. However, where participatory

theory stresses the need for dynamic institutions that will produce

growth and development the representative theory stresses the need for

authoritarian institutions that will discourage participation and preserve

the status quo. To preserve the status quo is to pre_serve existing

economic and political inequaìity. "Economic inequaìity renders true

democracy impossible (1, l3) (since) tfre present machinery of society

expresses the point of view of the social classes which controls

society." (ì, l6)

3. Participation creates equaìity and democracy. Lack of participation

creates authoritarian power structures. There is a near circularity

here. --Ttre__ltep_¡,e=gegtative theorist claims that apathy among the generaì

._ 
pjlu!ace, pluS author:itarian tendencies (6, 2; 7 , 256-26a) plus ]lati3naì
behaviour due to lack of awareness as reasons why mass participation

is not only undesirabìe, but impossible. Yet these theorists also agree

that social institutions inculcate and encourage the deveìopment of these

attitudes among the people. So if people are apathetic, irresponsible,

authoritarian, and poorìy informed, it is likely that their social

environment has pìayed a role in their development. Thus the social

environment is an obstacle to persons-who find themselves in these

circumstances. It is the aim of participatory theory to overcome the

barriers to equality through participation. (6, 22)
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4. Representative theory rejects participation on the grounds that most

individuals have a narrow spectrum of interests which are conditioned by

daily experience. It wouìd be unreasonable to expect peopìe to be con-

cerned or knowledgeabìe about issues which transcent these narrow

interests. (7, 259-260) Po'litical issues are supposed to be good

exampìes of issues which are above the daily experience of most persons-

However, it is precisely because these issues affect the daily lives of

all peopìe, that all peopìe shouìd be involved in government- This is

especiaììy true at the local level.

From this discussìon there are three points that need to be

emphasi sed:

l. It is the claim of the representative theorist that no development and

growth are fostered by participatìon. No broaden'ing of self interest takes

pl ace.

Z. Authoritarian personality structures within the lower classes wiìl

prevent meaningful participation.

3. Narrowness of self interest plus the impossibility of deveìoping

collective goals will prevent participation because of the inevitable

clash of narrowly self interested values.

If point one is correct then the aims of participation are meaning-

less, and participation is unnecessary. If points two and three are

correct then mass participation as envisaged by Coìe and Rousseau is

ìmpossibìe. These points have to be examined.
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The Critical Issue: Is Pa rticipation Possible

The focus of the conflict between the participatory and representative

theorists concerns the proper description of self interest and whether

there is a growth and development through participation. A person whose

interest is narrowly focused will be interested in meeting his own needs

and will be more or ìess indifferent to the needs and to the individuaìity

of others. As growth takes place an awareness of the needs of others

and of the individual nature of those needs will occur. This increased

awareness can be cal'led a broadening of self interest. That the growth

and development of self interest takes place through partic'ipation is the

major thesis of the participatory theorists. The representative theorists

clain that this growth does not take pìace-

In order to gain more insight into this conflict, I want to intro-

duce a modern theory of human motivation, and examine the issues from the

perspective of this theory. Peopìe have been inventing theories of human

motivation for a long time e.g. cf. Phaedrus, a Socratic dialogue by

plato. Abraham Maslow deveìoped a theory of human nature based on the

hierarchy of human need. (5) I selected this theory because it was

reconmended as having practical application to the question of why people

do or do not participate, and because it addresses the nature of and the

process of human growth and development.

The basic premise of Maslow's theory is that human beings w'ill be

motivated to satisfy needs. There is a hierarchy of need from lower to

higher. The more basic the need, the stronger will be the drive to

satisfy it. The gratification of a need releases the individual to

satisfy higher and weaker needs. That is, the interests of the
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individual will grûh, or deveìop. The frustration of basic needs threatens

the individuaì and diminishes the capacity of the individual to meet

higher needs. That is, the growth and development of the individual will

be frustrated. The hierarchy of basic needs is as follows:

l. Physicaì and bodilY needs

These include the desire for food, clothing, sheìter, oxygen,

water, sleep, etc.

2. Safety and securitY needs

These incìude the desire for peace, protection, lack of danger or

threat, stabjl'ity, and security. þle want a predictabìe world.

3. Need for belonging and love

These include the desire to have affectionate relations with others,

to have a pìace in the family, and other groups. This incìudes both the

giving and receiving of love.

4. Self esteem and self worth needs

These include the desire for strength, freedom, and independence,

reputation, recognition, and attention.

I want to appìy Maslow's theory to the three issues mentioned at the

end of the last section. Recall that these issues were: l. No growth

of interest takes place. Human interest is narrow and seìf interested.

2. Authoritarian personality structures in the lower cìasses will

prevent meaningful participatÍon. 3. The narrowness of self interest

combined with the impossibiìity of growth will lead inevitably to clashes

of value. This clash will prevent meaningful participation.
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l. According to Maslow, there is a growth of self interest.

a. Love needs are third in potency in the hierarchy. When satisfied

these needs create feeìings of belonging and conmitment. (5' 42) These

feelings are also considered to be an essential product of the participa-

tory process.(6,27) The gratification of the fourth level of basic needs,

esteem needs, produces feelings of adequacy, mastery, and self confidence.

Again, these feelings are an important part of the theory of human

development which is implicit in participatory theory. To this extent

at least, Maslow's theory, and participatory theory are compatibìe'

Bodily and safety needs are lower on the hierarchy than love and

esteem needs. Accordingìy, there are more powerfu'|, and must be gratified

first. Frustration of bodiìy or safety needs will prevent the individual

from addressing and meeting h'is need for love and self esteem. Frustra-

tion of these same needs wilì also prevent the individual from partici-

pating in a meaningful way, i.e. in a way caìculated to produce feelings

of belonging and mastery, etc. If the production of these feeìings is

essential to a successful participatory process, then persons whose

bodily needs have not been met wjll have no reason to participate. If

growth and development are to occur' basic needs must be met'

b. Higher needs are less selfjsh. (5, lll) The participatory

process broadens the individual outlook and his notion of self interest.

Again, there is a Paraìlel between Maslow and partic'ipatory theory' This

broaden.ing of interest is seen as being indispensabìe to the development

of higher needs by Masìow, and as being both a benefit of and a require-

ment for participation by participatory theorists'
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c. persons whose basic needs have been gratified for long periods

of time can withstand deprivation of basic need gratifiers. (5,52-53)

Thus fortunate individuals can achieve a degree of relative freedom from

the demands of basjc bodily and emotional needs. conversely, persons

whose basic needs have not been gratified, and who suffer long term

depr.ivation of basic need gratifiers may ìose the capacity to have that

need gratified. (5, 52) Thus a society that wanted to promote growth in

its members would pìace a high value on meeting basic needs.

I thjnk it is cìear from these brief discussions, that growth of

human potent'ial wjll take pìace jf basic needs are met. Partic'ipatory

processes and goaìs appear to be oriented to the meeting of basic needs.

2. The second maior reason cited by Schumpeter and others as to why

particìpation strategies fail is the presence among the ìower classes of

authoritian personality traits or processes, but there are a number of

things that can be said.

Democratic processes are usually contrasted with authoritian pro-

cesses. Where a democratic process will stress the equality of the

participants and wil'l emphasise the participation of the populace' an

authoritarian process wilì exclude participation of all but the elite.

However, Schumpeter's versjon of democracy is compatibìe with authori-

tarianism. The other contemporary theorists mentioned in Pateman don't

deny this. (6, ì) In particular, Schumpeter's conception of leadership

is authoritarian. (1, 5l-52) Leaders determine the wiìl of the people

independentìy from the people themseìves.
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Authoritarianism is usually associated with the willingness to use

force or coercion to sustain leadership decisions. Authoritarian power

structures are usually hierarchical. Power ís concentrated at the top

and flows downwards. Armies, bureaucracies, and the Roman Cathoìic

Church are excellent exampìes of authorjtarian institutions. Order is

majntained partly by the wiìlingness of those in power to use force, but

more by the willingness of the subordinate group to accept' respect, or

fear and obey the authority of those in charge. (2) That is, where you

have authoritarian personalities, you have two sorts of authoritarian

individuals. In Freire's terns, there are the oppressors, and there are

the oppressed. Ironicaììy, Schumpeter recogn'ises authoritarian

persona'lities in the lower cìasses, but not in the ruìing class.

Usually, democracy and authoritarianism are conceived as beìng at

the opposite ends of a spectrum. Confusion is created when an attempt

is made to define democracy in a way which does not exclude authori-

tarianism, as Schumpeter does (7, 232) According to Schumpeter, democracy

can be defined as a method of meeting certain ends, independently of the

ends themselves. For example, democracy can be defined as a poìitical

process where decisions are made by secret balìot. Aìl citizens have a

right to vote. The defining characteristic of democracy is the

compet'ition for leadership by means of secret ballot. However, when

democracy is defined exclusive of the ends it serves, some persons who

might otherwise be prepared to accept the definition will reiect it when

the ends to be achieved are morally suspect. For exampìe, is it demo-

cratic to practice genocide by secret baìjot? 0n Schumpeter's view it

might welì be, but I think that most peopìe would object. This problem
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arises because means and ends are relative in the absense of any

absolute goal. Any relative goal or end is capab'le of being subordinated

as a means to some other end. To maintain a meaningful distinction

between authoritarianism and democracy, some reference must be made to

absolute ends when democracy is defined.

Democratic theory cannot be merely an attempt to describe certain

sorts of human conduct without reference to goaìs as Schumpeter cìaims.

Democracy is not just a method of exercisjng the will of the peopìe.

Democracy is also associated with the motives, ideas, goals, and

objectives of the people whele wilì is being made manifest. So the term

,'democracy" applies not only to the methods by which we govern ourselves

but also to the ends at which the process of government is aimed. These

ends and this process cannot be ideal in the sense of being unattainable.

, They deal with possibjlìties that are achievable through social action
\\

which emphasìses the meeting of people's basic needs through a partici-

patory process which educates and develops human beings.

Maslow argues that threatening or depriving the basic needs for

security and esteem is a surefire way to create a more authoritarian

society in which individual and social growth are sacri ì r securi ty.

(5, 5l) 0n this view the authoritarian nature of most of our social

institutions can be understood both as a sign of widespread social

insecurity and as a stumbìing btock to the development of hìgher needs.

-^-Authoritarian institutions provide a measure of security, but because

they are essentially repressive, they create insecurity.
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Thus, while the representative theorists can claim correctìy that

our social system exhibits authoritarian characteristics, they cannot

plausibly claim that these characteristics are compatible with democratic

values. Authoritarian institutions and the effect they have on human

deveìopment are undemocratic. The presence of authoritarian institutions

and leadership will prevent the development of the people on a mass scale

through participation. so, schumpeter's claim about the impossibility

of participation due to authoritarian persona'lities is true because it

is a selfiustjfying observation about society. However, despite the

val'idjty of this claim with respect to participation en masse, it does

not follow that no program of partìcipatìon is possibìe' It does follow

that the scope of any program of participation will be limited by the

ìevel of development of the participants, and the extent to which the

program is confronted by authoritarian social ìnstitutions'

3. Schumpeter's third point also has some merit. He points out that

the diversity of needs and interests among the general population makes

mass participation impossible because a clash of values is inevitable.

His claim is that the diversity of-in-tenests--arnong the general population

wiìì make the formation of shared goaìs and values impossible' Maslow's

theory@at]eastpartially.Maslowsu9geststhat
the precondition for the development of higher needs is more compìex

t s (5, 98) Each individual will seek to

gratify his need in his ovr¡n way. The higher the need, the more abstract

the need, the more ways of gratify'ing the need can exist, and the fewer

people wjll seek to gratify a particular need in a particuìar way' This

means that it will be easier to select issues to attract people's interest
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when these issues focus around meeting basic needs. Attracting people's

interest wilì be much more difficult when their basic needs have already

been met.

Conversely, issues which do not meet basic needs, or which are not

perceived as meeting basic needs, or which are introduced in a way wh'ich

is not sensitive to the level of human development, or which threaten

basic needs may d'iscourage rather than encourage participation' These

latter po'ints have negative implications for public participatìon

strategìes which focus on poìitical issues, planning issues, etc' People

who are living in a relative state of deprivation with respect to their

basic needs, as wel'l as people who have deve'loped highly individual needs

won,t respond to participation schemes that faiì to address their needs

di rectly.

Thus, there exists the appearance of a paradox. Participation

which addresses needs and interests which are higher on Maslow's scale

than the most basic needs will have djfficulty in attractÍng large numbers

of peop'le for two reasons. People whose basic needs haven't been met

won't participate because the focus of participation doesn't address

their basic needs. 0n the other hand, people whose basic needs have been

met develop a diversity of ways to meet their higher needs' A single

issue focused on a higher levelof need will only attract that small

interest group whose needs and interests are directìy affected by that

issue. So whether or not basic needs have been met, finding a single

issue which wiìl generate mass appeal will be difficult.
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gnce again Schumpeter's claims have a measure of credibiìity. Mass

participat'ion strategies pìanned around issues that onìy meet the needs

of a portion of the popuìace wilt fajl. However, this does not mean that

no strategy of participation will succeed. It does indicate that due to

the different levels of development among the general populace mass

participation 'is unlikely to occur. However, strategies of participation

geared to meeting the needs of selected portions of the population should

be poss.ib'le. Care must be taken to ensure that the need addressed in the

program is that of the group to whom the service is being provided, not

the need of the group providing the service.

I think that a society that functioned according to Schumpeter's

theory of democracy would lack human growth and would experience wide-

spread apathy among the generaì popuìace. since Schumpeter's theory was

based partly on his observation of modern democracy, and partìy on his

beljefs as to how modern democracy could be bettered, it is not surprising

that our society seems to fit his theory quite weìì. However, from the

standpoint of the participatory theory, the situation depicted by

Schumpeter can be overcome through participation. Schumpeter's society

is a speciaì negative case which can be absorbed into a broader theory

of human nature such as the one offered by participatory theorists.

Schumpe ter's views do point d ifi t tici-

-.Pq!10n.*-_--a\
A practical proponent of participation would have to acknowìedge

that the status quo makes mass participa tion unlikely to occur. However'

this does not mean that participation is impossible. The thrust of Maslow

theory is that peopìe will be strong'ly motivated to meet their basic

needs. It is also true that in order to meet their needs, people have to

p

'.n,

s
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acquire the knowledge and skills appropriate to their level of need.

participatory programs and strategies can be formulated around helping

peopìe to meet their needs by helping them acquire the skills to meet

their needs. It js this drive to meet needs which can expìain Rousseau's

perpìexing belief that educational programs should be so stpurtured that

the participants would be folggd\gLÆQv{ and deveìop. (6, 26) In

Maslow's terms, peopìe arc-s{9lg]¿[oJjyated to meet basjc needs'

Educational or participatory programs which both meet people's needs,

and whjch impart skills that assist in the meeting of needs will foster

the growth and development of both individuaì and the community'

Concì usion

In thjs chapter I have tried to provide a theoretical basis for

participation. To do this, two groups of theories were examined' The

"i first group was termed the parti ci patory theory. Ihi s theo¡y-,c-la-imed'

tha tcl ati o r rowth and

development of the comnunity. The secon d group was called the represen-

tative theory. This theory claimed that not onìy was participation

inadvisable, that it might be impossib'le.

The critical issue dividing these two theories focused on the

question of whether or not social and individual growth could be fostered

by participation. In order to resolve this issue a modern theory of

human motivation was introduced. Accordjng to this theory, social growth

and participation wjll occur in order to meet basic needs. However,

these needs may not be homogeneous throughout the population. This will

create problems for strategies which advocate mass participation- In

addition, in socjeties in which the sociaì structure prevents or threatens
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the meeting of basic needs, additional barriers to participation wiìl

have to be overcome. These bar fi-e-.r:s- WjlJ take the form of psychologicE l
\À(¡ ï ' ¿.,,)l¡ , ,) I

'( 'tt "' -l 
-¡*

\

,,\. ì \ ''

By using Masìoþr's theory of need a middìe ground is reached between

the ìofty ideals of mass participat'ion as. st-ated by the participatory

theories, and the discouraging social reality as described by the

g¡gþ!ems ]n the ParticiPants.

-.- _ I

I

ly,representati ve theories. ss partici ation is unlike Growth and

development of individual

not u,i thout di ff i cuì tY.

can be promoted through participation, albeit

i '/i rrpr)
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CHAPTER THREE

THE CONTEMPORARY SITUATION

I ntroducti on

In the preceding chapter, I examined a tension between two theoreticaì

positions. Participatory theory stressed the growth and development of

the community by means of a process whÍch promoted the formation of shared

values and the expansion of self interest. Representative theory insisted

that narrow self interest, and authoritari an pefsonal-it-i-es (i.e. apathetic

personaìities) would prevent the formation of shared val-uçs. This ìatter

theory also claimed that because of these problems, ìeadership and

authority were best exercised by that small glqup !n society who were

able to lead and govern. The point was that it was possible for a small

group of like minded individuals to govern effectiveìy. It was not possible

for a small group of like mìnded individuals to govern effectiveìy. It

was not possible for a ìarge group to govern effectively because of the

inevitable clash of values.

The tension or conflict between these two groups of theories was and

remains unresolved. I want to use this tension as an analytical device

to examine further the issue of citizen participation.

In the present chapter, I want to examine and discuss material that

is drawn from a variety of contemporary sources which deal with the issue

of citizen participation. The material is based largely on direct

experience with citizen participat'ion, and so has an empiricaì element

which was lacking in the previous material.
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This materiaì is availabìe because there has been a recent trend

toward increased citizen participation. A number of exp'lanations for

this trend are offered. "As governments have assumed more centraìized

authority, involvement has tended away from direct (local) control over

the process (by citizens) to an advocacy roìe by vested interests."

(28,4) This trend has been assisted by the centralization of government

and the ascendancy of the bureaucracy which is more amenable to the

influence of certain segments of the population than to others by reason

of common values and interests. (20,12) This concentration of govern-

ment authorÍty brings with it the possibiìity of an increasing bias or

inequa'lity in the distribution of government benefits. Certain groups

benefit because they have access to those who control the distribution'

whjle other groups who lack priviìeged access will not benefit.

Another reason for this increase might be that as governments get

ìarger, their expenditures get larger. Citizens who provide the funds

for these expenditures become increasingly i1!ere¡!ed,_ln, 
lon 9I_dJo y-hoT

the funds are disbursed. (20, 2) In addition, persons who are affected

by these expenditures are developing a growing interest in how the monies

are distributed.

Yet another plausible reason is that our compìex society shows

peopìe "how to get involved, how to put newìy acquired skilìs or ideas

into practjce, how to reach out and become part of the larger human

community where the oìd truth that'no man is an island' transìates

itself into a deliberate wish to be'long, to play a significant role."

(20, 3) Involvement...is psychologicalìy fashionable - its value being
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recognized not only as a basis of modern citizenship, but even as a

therapeutic treatment." (20, 3)

Alt three of these expìanations have a corrmon theme: the group

wh1ch controls or influences decision making and administration is to

become broader and ìess biased in its operations-

I want to look at the new material under three major headings.

These are: l. The social dynamic of the process, 2. The hierarchical

structure of the process, and 3. Power and the process.

The Soc ial Dvnam'ic of the Process

This section can be broken into three areas for the purposes of

discussion. These are: A. What reasons or principles expìain the

increase of participation? B. What conditions are necessary if partici-

pation is to achieve its goaìs? C. What are the barriers which prevent

participation from achieving its goaìs?

A. llhat reasons or principles expìain the increase of participatìon?

According to the sources, there are three reasons,why participation

is on the increase. They are: l. Participation is consistent with the

ideal of democracy. 2. Participation fosters the development of the

conmunity. 3. Participation aids the purposes of government.

1. Participation is consistent with the ideal of democracy.

That "citizen partìcipation is part of our democratic heritage and

(has been) proclaimed (by some) as a means to perfect the democratic

process", (9,287) is widely accepted. The belief in the truth of this

proposition has been responsibìe for the historical movement toward
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greater participation. (20, l) It is clear that the notion of democracy

that is embodied in this ideal is consistent with the views of the

participatory theorists and in conflict with the ideals of the represen-

tative theorists.

2. Participatìon fosters the development of the conrnunìty.

Greater citizen participation is seen as a spur to community develop-

ment. (9, 2BB-2B9) The process of participation functions as an exercise

in citizenship training for the involved pubìic. The process is educa-

tional and develops feeìings of adequacy, self esteem, and belong'ing'

The sense of community is strengthened by the development of shared goals

and values. In developing these vaìues, destructive feelings of

isolation and alienation are overcome. The process produces positive

changes in the attitudes and behaviour of the participants. (28, 6-7',

24, l5-16)

C'learìy these views support the claims made by participatory theory'

Special emphasis is placed on the formation of shared values'

3. Participation aids the purposes of government'

This ctaim comes as a surprise since representative theory identifies

participation as a destablishing factor which is detrimental to strong

government. This claim was supported by Schumpeter's argument that social

influences are'irrational. This view was held in the belief that the

only views a man could hoìd rationa'l'ly were those he had acquired by his

own direct experience. Views acquired from societal sources were indirect,

and so were irrational.
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This sword can cut both ways. In the introduction to this chapter'

it was pointed out that the administration in a system such as ours is

susceptible to external infìuence by those with whom it holds conmon

goals and values. According to representative theory, this would mean

that our system of government is irrational. What it really indicates

is that all peopìe are susceptible to societal influence both intellectualìy

and emotionalìy. It is this susceptibility which makes possible the

unifying development of shared values through part'icipation.

This susceptibility can be used creativeìy through participation to

reduce cit1zen resistance to government programs, and to increase the

effectiveness of government programs by making the government and the

user public more attuned to the needs and interests of each other'

This attunement is necessary because people resent programs which

have been forced upon them. They can frustrate the obiectives of govern-

ment when they choose to do so. Local examples of thìs phenomenon are

numerous, €.g. North Logan, North St. Boniface, Sherbrooke-McGregor' etc.

0n the other hand, peop'le respect programs on which they have been con-

sulted. They identify strongly with projects they have helped to plan,

and they perform better in programs whey have helped to set up. (20, 3)

ffi pro.ess of deveìopment which takes place through citizen participation

changes the attitudes and behaviour of all citizens. They become more

aware, better informed, and more supportive of locaì Sou..nt"qffi(28, 5-6;

9, 288) In this manner, participation tends to rgkce conflict and

strengthen locaì government.
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In addition, citizen groups that are interested in participating

have a commitment and determination not exhibited by paid government

empìoyees. Frequently they possess or develop expert skills t{hich can

enhance the probìem solving ability of planning groups. (28,5-6;12,35)

B. What conditions are necessary if part'icipation is to achieve its goaìs?

F-

þ Iro..rs of citizen partìcipation is aimed at cteating-shared goals

and values, and at broadening the self interest of individual members of
&*r lt

the conrnunity.I there are a number of conditions which is present permit
oJ \-- -

the. process to proceed without ensuring success. If these conditions are

not present, the process will not succe.A. frf,. conditions are: ì. Educa-

tion. 2. Two-way corrnunication. 3. Issue orientation. 4. Orientation

of I eadershi p/professionaì resource/bu..ur.ru.y)

l. Education
I .*

I {¡. process must be mutually educational. Alì participants must

learn about the goaìs and values of other particlnant$ (¡ne citizens

must learn to understand the problems values and obiectives of the

administration, and vice vers# fu..tty the obiectives of the partici-

patory process should be identified within the process. They should not
¡À&!*r¡

be imposed from without. ) fn particular, the obiectives should reflect
#

the needs and values of the user group. It is essential that the

participating citizens be able to see their contribution to the process

and the product. The leadership must be careful not to impose their

own technical values on the process. Once the objectives of the process

have been identified, they must be followed through if the confidence of

the public is to be maintained. The information facts and data presented

to the citizens by the planners wiìl produce a changing awareness in the
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citizens, just as exposure to the views of the citizens will change the

views of the pìanners. A process of this type can be a ìearning

exper.ience for everyone. However, care must be taken by the ìeadership

to ensure that the process is not man'ipulated.

2. Two-way cornrnunication

Channels of communication must be kept open and undistorted.

Secrecy or deceit are destructive of the process. Conrnunication does

not mean merely an exchange of information. Communication presupposes

a wilìingness on the part of the participants to share their views and

values and to have these views and values changed through the process.

This sort of communication is essential if the needed expansion of

interest is to take pìace. The will, and the openness presupposed by

conrnunication of this sort can overcome the initial clash of values-

3. Issue oriented

Efforts at stimulating pubìic participation must be issue oriented.

This is consistent with the fact t-tqÍ..na"s-s p-Aft!cipqtion is-.not viable

at this stage in our social development. Peopìe will respond to and get

i nvol ved i n -g.l!-'ly those issues wh ich they perceive as addres-:i"n-g their

personaì needs and interests. There may be more than one group

interested in addressing the same issue. All interested parties must be

permitted to have input into the process even is their views clash'

Experience has shown that participation reduces conflicts through

increased understanding of opposing points of view'

Leadership/professional resource/bureaucratic roles

The role p'layed by ìeadershìp in the process must be laid back'

4
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Leaders must be careful not to inti6idate or threaten the participants
{*

by acting in a dictatorial manner.å.flarticipants should not be expected

to absorb technicaì data or learn technicaì 'language or viewpoints. The

views of the peop'le will be oriented toward vaìues and criteria. The

adm'inistration should be sensitive to these values. Enough time shouìd

be allowed so that these values may be shared, and so that the group may

develop an identity based upon these shared uuluiJ,

C. t.lhat are the barriers.which prevent participatìon from achieving

i ts goal s?

There are only two sígnificant barriers to increased citizen

participatìon. Both are interrelated, and both mirror the concerns

expressed in representative theory. The.first barrier is the tresistance

to or hos ty of bureaucrats and planners to citizen participation.

The second is the apathy and suspicion with which efforts to encourage

parti ci pat on are met.

The resistance of the bureaucracy stems from a clash of values.

ffireaucratic
q,

ted) They emphasize
,ø

val ues a k r ch rt en

technicd_S.i9€!iaì such as efficíency and ralil¡ality, especially with

respect to t me. .(.20' 4) ffe*l' ipatory goaìs ane¡pxocess oriente$

They are i neff i c-i ent .wi t{¡Sryct to time. A shift from task oriented
,:::ruiNÞtaãhal

goa ls to als threatens bureaucrats by depriving them

of the power to control and dictate ro li and i lementation.

Even the lowest and most exploitative form of part'icipation force

bureaucrats to go out of their way to acconrnodate citizens and wiìl

provoke resistance.
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Because of bureaucratic commitment to so-called technical goals,

bureaucrats and pìanners may lack a serious and sincere commitment to

the process of particípation. This ìack of conunitment will produce a

tendency toward co-optation and expìoitation of the process. In turn,

this tendency will create apathy and suspicion on the part of the people

toward both the process and the administration.

The substance of the opposition is based on the folìowing beliefs:

l. Bureaucratic goa'ls and values promote rationaìity and efficiency.

Participatory goaìs do not.

The question of whether or not a goaì is rational or promotes

rationality is irrelevant. In this context, "rationaìity" is being used

as a buzzword, e.g. "high-tech" or "scientific", and tells us nothing

about the point under discussion. In addjtion, while bureaucratic goaìs

and values may refìect these considerations, bureaucratic performance

does not. Bureaucratic actions are famous for poor timing, poor

imagination, and poor delivery. It is these latter characteristics which

create so much anger and frustration in the conrnunity.

2. Bureaucratic operations are task oriented, while participatory

programs are not.

Along with the first obiection, this is another way of saying that

participatory processes cost money, consume time, and don't- do .any-thing

!v_o_tî-t-hwhj.le. However, what is it that needs to get.done, and why does it

need to get done? Presumably the obiect of any po'licy or program is to

benefit some portion of the public. It is aìways the case that those

who are most affected by a program are those who are most likely to try

to influence its outcome. It is safe to assume that if government
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programs benefitted that portion of the popuìation who are most affected

by the programs, there would be no citizen action. Satisfied people

don't complaìn.

3 The participatory process is time consuming and is costìy in dollars.

Thjs is true, but must be weighed against the social and financial

cost of not allowing public participation. In addition to the benefits

of part'icipat'ion in terms of conmunity deveìopment, there is also the

benefit of reduced opposition to policies and programs. This can mean

real sav'ings in terms of time and money, and in terms of program

effecti venes s .

This obiectjve does have a hidden merit. Most programs affect a

small number of people relative to the population as a whole. The

portion of the popu'lation who are not involved or interested may resent

the excessive expenditures incurred by process oriented planning methods.

Thus, government wil'l be caught between the interference of the affected

group on the one hand, and the censure of the larger public on the other.

In the short run, it is probably easier to settle for less costly levels

of participation, and to accept the reduced effectiveness of government

programs. In the long run, this will only result in increased citizen

resistance. This option has a high long term social and financial cost

assocjated with it, but one which is less obvious because of lower short

term cash outlays. One real danger of this sort of thinking is that

participation wiìl be treated as a luxury-!gg-!9-bq accepted onìy when

the economy is going well.
_,---.\,/=\?
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All of these Probìems are made worse by the fact tha

t home, at schoo-ì,

t most of us are !

1

and J ater:- at- wsrk

.tf

!1rg!! !9-t- !q par!¡c-1ngte. l'le- ìearn a

that authoritaria n methods are the m-ethods. It is in Par:t this

ytfrolila¡]1 mentg,lity whìch causes the apathy that many'citizens- have

!oy_9 L¿__p f_t 91¡s¡t9_ -o,f 
p_q r t jç.ipation. They have ìearned that citizen

parti ci pa tion is un-des.i ¡a bì g, 
-un ne-c-e,s s,a¡y, -a 

nd f u ti I e .

To sum up, the barriers to participation arise because of narrow

self intere-St on the part of most citizens, whether they work for the

government or not. They are unwilìing to concede to others that which

they demand for themselves in terms of polit'ical influence, basic material

needs, etc. Mass participatory programs of the sort advocated bJ Cole

and Rousseau are intended to overcome problems,of this sort. At p ent,

because of the depth to which these p roblems are .9.11t!:enched in our

society, mass participation is impossible. The social barriers to

participation of any kind are reaì, and will disappear onìy with a

change of attitude on the Part of the ìarger popuìation. Because of

these barriers, participation must be tergetted at relatively narrow

segments of the poPuìation.

The Hierarchical Structure of the Process

The material on the structure of participatory mechanisms has been

borrowed from a number of sources' among them Arnstein, Bregha, 0'Connor,

Burke, and IASP. There are a remarkable number of similarities among

them, and the suspicion that there is an incestuous reìationship among

them is confirmed onìy in the bibliography of the IASP document. This

leads me to believe that there is a fairly natural sequence of events

that will take pìace between government and citizens during participation
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programs. This sequence is undoubtedly influenced both by human nature,

and cultural values. As exampìes, I wilì,. rely on the Arnstein Ladder,

since hers is the grandmother of the group. I will also include the IASP

ladder for comparison. Lastty, I wiìl discuss Bregha's ladder since it

has a novel aspect not included in any of the others. In discussing the

Arnstei n/ IASP 'l adders , I w'i I I combi ne them, si nce thi s makes for an

interesti ng compari son/contrast.

Arnstejn/IASP ladders are as follows:

å* l. Manipulation/Persuasion

Accordjng to Arnstein, at this level cit i nvol vemen ls me

tokenism. The government a n , or representat ive has
'3"*,pJ.g,,1*,p.J,""pl99".1,3.T"-.

prepared prior to c. The pub'lic is involved for
- --.È-fd- 6RÀlsÈdt:*+¿*iÑglú#k+:?':*

the pu of ar nr ng thei r a l. No input into the Project isro

solicited. The motives behind participation of this sort are usua'lìy

ul teri or.

IASP views this leveì of participation in a more moderate manner'

but allowing for the differences in perspective, there is considerable

agreement between the two ìadders. The role of the cítizen is passive.
e.s{+:1fi+s*Êa4¿:r':À\¿\vt:tßìr?_'iiì:!n":Ì}¡i:l:'}:j3r'tÈ'iÌfl¡iiiji:¡:sri:¡lr¡ilìili;::iitr':nitì$ì¡'

Vehicles for ro ram f I i tzes

tq*19[i*1q*T#-t"9.1tr$i'Lt'ees'

2. Therapy/Education

Arnstein considers this type of participation to be arrogant and

dishonest. The agency invoìved in this approach assumes that anyone

wanting some say in the program is suffering from a form of mental illness.

Tleobiect of particiPation is to ure people of their negative attitudes,
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rather than addressing any ìegitimate concerns they migh!..hg.-v-e, about the

program.
.....'."'''.''''-','..'.''*-...

Again,-_,J.$S- P"^.:i"s' more moderate in it assessment of this levej of

part'icipabion. The objective is to change peopìe's attitudes about pro-

grams through edUcation, not to change the programs themselves. IASP

indicates that the activity that takes place at this level may be the

basis for future higher levels of involvement.

3. Informing/Feedback

Information about p'lans and programs is di st d wi thout rovt s I on

for feedback accordin to Arnstein. IASP includes provisions for feed-

back at this level, and also indicates that the program may be modified

by the feedback.

t o:,. Consul tati on/Consul tati on

According to Arnstejn, consultation consists of surveys, meetings

and hearings. The administration has the option of modifying the program

based upon the input from the citizens.

IASP describes this forum as two way. Government is interested in

and responsive to the input from the citizens. There is a visible attempt

made by the government to incorporate the views of the citizens.

lacation/(no IASP)

Representatives of the public are hand picked to sit on boards, etc.

They aren't accountabìe to any constituency. They aren't in a maiority

position, so they can always be outvoted. There is no mandate to deal

with problems, and no input from citizens need be accepted.
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Partnership/Joi nt Plann'i ng

Power is redistributed through negotíation. This situation is

brought about by citizen pressure. The power to do this is taken not

offered. This means that there must be an organized power base in the

community.

According to trASP, joint planning ventures are initiated by the

government. The important feature of this and higher levels is that no

pìan is in place prior to the initiation of the process. Thus, using

the crjteria that were established earlier in this chapter, this is the

first stage of citizen partìcipation.

Delegated Authority/Delegated Authority

The citizens are granted authority over Some area of p'lanning.

Usually some funds are contracted to the group.

G\ c'iti zen Control\J
a. The citizens determine poìicy and program

b. They administer the Program

c. They negotiate changes in this situation.

At thjs level there is a shift of responsibiìity from the government

to the citizens.

Arnstejn's categories were constructed from the case studies of

poverty progr.ilns in the U.S. The programs were ìargely unsuccessful

due mainly to the attitudes of government officials. The IASP document

is a consuìting report done for the Saskatchewan government. As far as

I know, no case studies were performed. l.lhile Arnstein is bitterly
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cynical about the roìe of government in participation programs, IASP is

very optimistic. The differences in the descriptions of the various

levels of government sponsored participation stem from the differing

assessments on the part of the respective authors of the wilìingness of

governments to enter into genuine participation. It is possible that

these differences can be traced to ideologicaì differences on the part

of the authors. Arnstein clearìy supports participatory values. IASP is

written by technocrats for a representative government. They could be

expected to have more sympathy for representative values. However, this

is specu'lation on mY Part.

Breqha's Model

Both Arnstein and IASP deveìop ladders which create static categories

for the different levels of participatory programs. Bregha contends that

',it is important to see them on a continuum, one buiìding on the foundations

of the previous one". (20,ì8) Thus the lower levels of the Arnstein/IASP

ladders, which Arnstein classifies as pseudo-participation when they are

considered as static and in isoìation from each other, can be considered

as the foundation of a larger, flexible, dynamic participatory strategy.

There are four levels to Bregha's ladder:

ì. Information feedback

This involves a two way exchange of information between the govern-

ment and interested cjtizens. It helps to develop cormunity awareness.

At th.is ìevel, the response of the conmunity is essentially reactive-

New technology makes programs of this sort possible. All forms of mass

media may be used at this level.
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2. Consul tation

This step follows the first and is based upon the prem'ise that

facts as they seem are more important than facts as they are. (20, 20J.

This step enables the government to assess the views and perceptions of

the c.itizens. Bregha emphasizes the need for flexible attitudes on the

part of the government in order to overcome suspicion on the part of the

public. In this stage it is also important to let the public see how

its input has affected the outcome of the process'

3. Joint Pìanning

Shared roles and responsìbilitjes characterise thís stàge' The

process of interaction which has occurred during the first two stages has

led to the development of conrnon goaìs and obiectives. At this stage user

groups are involved in the planning and deìivery of government programs'

The conmitment is usually short term, and more than one group may address

the same issue. Bregha suggests that for this leÛel to be successfu'l

the role of planner must be redefined as that of consultant to the citizens

group.

4. Delegated authoritY

This is an extension of the first three stages. It is appìicable

to sìtuations where:

a. conrnuni ty devel opment or sel f hel p i s i nvol ved

b. l.lide expertise is available

c. The administration can be entrusted to users

d. The area of service is well defined, small geographically, and can

be managed bY the users.
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Programs of thi,s sort are the highest level of participation. They

are objected to on the grounds that they may create dependency on the

government (9, 292) or that the program may be subiect to manipulation by

the government. (20, 26)

There are a coupìe of points made by Bregha that merit further

discussion. For example, he suggests a change of role for officials who

take part in the participatory process. The role they should adopt is

that of consultant. However, this designation is uncìear. The yardstick

by whjch we have been assessing ìeadership roles was according to whether

they were authorjtarian or democratic. Is the leader a boss, or is he a

facilitator? Is he to exert control, or is he to serve? It is quite

possible for a consultant to b--gjt much of a tyrant as anyone else. I

suspect that what Bregha real'ly intends is that the bureaucrat subsume

his own desires and ideas to those of the public. A role of this sort is

consistent wjth the leadership roìe as designated by Co'le.

I nteresti ngìy enough, both Bregha and Burke observe that the higheSJ

]erfg_!_qf p,.ar:t-ic-ipation is also the leas! tik-ely to occur. The main reason
.--'--..-.... .*r

forthisisthatparticipationatthislevelinvolves-M
other reasons are offered. As noted above, concern is expressed that

where control of a program is handed over to the people, these people will

become dependent on the government, and subiect to manipulation by the

government.

These are. odd objections. lle have a'lready identified that the maior

barrier to increased participation is government resistance, and the

tendency by the government to manipulate the process. It is self con-
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tradictory to speak of high ìevels of participation and a manipuìative

government in the same breath. l^lith a manipulative government, only the

lowest levels of participation will be possible. The appearance of higher

levels will be at best a facade.

Equally curious is the objection based upon the problem of dependency.

In the case of government services, all citizens depend upon the govern-

ment. I think that the real reason why high levels of participation take

place only rare'ly is that the government doesn't want to sacrifice its

control over a program which it may someday w'ish to cancel . Conrnun'ity

oriented programs of the sort suited to cit'izen control are always the

first items to be cut when budgetary difficult'ies arise.

The only apparent reason why higher 1ev9ìs of participa.tion are ,,,'):t.',

resisted is beca use they involve a loss of power to the government"and

its adminis--tr:a.tgrs. This resistence to high levels of participation has

specia'l significance for the poor. The ìink between low ìevels of

¡gltic!pation and low socio-economic status was pointed out in the previous

chapter, especially in Cole's contributions. Increased participation is

seen aS a means to overcoming the gap between the wealthy and the poor-

H1gh ìevels of participation in which power is transferred are necessary

to the achievement of this goal. tven the most optimistic of the

conrnentators on participation admit that this transfer of power will not

take pìace. So in order to better understand the phenomenon of partici-

pation the issue of the transfer of power and its relationship to poverty

must be considered
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Power and the Process

The central ,iss-.ue..su.pr"ot¡nd-ing-e^i-tizen-*p-ant-ici.pa-ti-on',.inv'oJ've.s"."-pitf-er.

major barrier to inc g3¡t i c-.! p-9 t i.o¡," þ_q 9_ Þ-.. n i dent'i f i ed as the,JT

resistance of those inPowe r to share that power. Participation produce

growth and development in the participants. As_¡g-o¡!_e_ srol a¡-d develgg

there is a tendencY for therulo -assent themselves and assume control.

This is consistent with Maslow's observation that as peop ìe ascend t

h.ierarchy of needs they become more assertive and more independent- There

is also an apparent correlq!lo¡-between increased participation, greater

awareness, and higher levels of education.

If this correlation is vaìid, the increased trend toward partic'ipation

could be in part a byproduct of modern improvements in conrnunications and

education. T.his would mean that opposed to the self. r.einfonci"ng çyçle. of

al i ena which prevents participation, -therq !s,,1 self

rer'n,l-o|c,j.Lg..cy_ç-le- o-f grqwth and development. obviously, the trick is to

change the one into the other. The danger is that the increased awareness

that comes with better education is itself a cormodity which can be

distrjbuted equally or unequally. The growth and.'development advocated

by the participatory theorists could become the property of the few as

opposed to the many. Instead of overcoming the inequality with which

wealth and power are distributed, this trend could reinforce that

inequaìity. ,,Technical rationality...excìudes by its very nature any

sign.ificant degree of citìzen participation (20, t0) (because) whenever

a public official has some discretion (he) can be influenced (20,12)

(since) through its diversified structures...the government tends to

mirror the variety of economic and social interests in our community...
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(so that) there exists a permanent, mutuaììy advantageous relationship

between pubìic bureaucracies and established interests". (20, 9) That

is, as Cole argued, the power structure by its very nature shares, reflects,

and reinforces the values of the privileged class in society.

0n the other hand, successfuì citizen participation of any sort

i nvoì ves a- shif,t. .f-no.m -exi sti ng val ues ' an

bution of powe¡. The resistance to share

thei r vaì.ug-,s..t-p, be changqd is the obvious reason wþV Soyernme¡.t9,.and the

segments of socie t-y ¡vh.ose interests.. are protected by governments don't I

get enthused about the benefits of participation. In turn, this expìains

most exercjses in participation are'not of the sort which permit a

significant degree of input from the citizens. (12, l6-17)

So, participation, real participation in which some power is trans-

ferred from the government to the cjtizens !s a thre-q! to the po.wer.-ba9-9

of the government. The other obiections to increased participation stem

from this point. In particular, the obiections based upon ratio_nal]tV 
,'
I

and effieiency are secondary considerations. No decision is made soìely -'.r/
r' --, ''

on the basis of hard technical data. All decisions are made on the basis

of individual and grouP vaìues.

The question ìs then, whose values should predominate? One of the

documents whjch discusses participation suggests that, "somet'imes (when)

there are no clear cut reasons for selecting one aìternative over another,

the choice must be made on the basis of what is most acceptable to those

to be affected". (28,25) tlhat other basis is there? A view of this

sort suggests that there are other reasons for choosing a particular

d the!"efore i nvol

'weal th and power

ves a redi stri -

, and to allow

o
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alternative than the needs and interests of those who are affected' It

also suggests that deffering to those affected is onìy important when

there is no clear cut reason to do otherwise. This supports Bregha's

contention that there is an entrenched set of values and interests within

the bureaucracy which will infìuence not onìy how government goodies are

distributed, but aìso to whom. Attitudes and values which are consistent

wjth this point of view are opposed to the goaìs of partìcipation and

would have to change if reaì participation is to take pìace' From the

standpoint of particÍpatory theory, the only valid source of goals and

values js those who will be affected by government action.

So, in a forum desìgned to encourage interaction between government

and citjzens for the purpose of changing the values of those involved'

"the burden of disciplining oneb attitudes will invariably rest with

government officials. Their (pos'ition) has to be used in a restrained

way...and...wjth self djscipline if the group is to establish the basic

trust among its members and operate with respect for the principle of

reciprocity". (20, 20) In fact, -the situatisn is-even more -pr€carious

than this because while peopìe will be suspicious of government officials,

once these susp'icions have been aìlayed, these same people in whom has

been inculcated a respect for and a deference toward expertise and

authority. so not only must the expert mitigate the natural suspicion

and hostiìity that wilì initiaìly be dìrected toward him, he must also

controì his own tendencies to exercise his leadership options in an

authoritarian manner. The object of the process is to initiate growth

and change in the participants through the meeting of their needs'

Author.itarian behaviour defeats the formation of group identity and values,

and in turn the obiectives of the participatory process.
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So, the real barrier to participat:ion is that the power -in'"soci.ety-

i¡ v9s_t9-d |¡.. a gro-u.p of persons who have shared 'values' Their self

i¡terest is threatened by a process which wOuì{ change the¡e yatues as

wel I as drc g their cg¡!r-o-1. And Authority. The present inequity in

the distribution of power would perhaps not be so probìematic if the

distribution of basic goods and services didn't mirror the distribution

of power. As Cole and others point out, the disiribution of power, and

socjal and economic welì-beìng-ate intimately reìated. So, the deveìop-

mental goaìs of participation become especiaìly important when the

process involves the poor. Yet, if the shift of power js an important

feature of the process, then the poor are in the ironic position of being

those jn society who most need to part'icipate and those who are least

likely to do so.

lf:*#
,,@ ¡tnt tei n' s aper is based upon her evaluation of the performance of

government run Participation programs for the poor in the U.S. Judg'ing

from her comments, their track record in terms of alìowing genuine

partic.ipation is poor. -Hen focus in analysing-ttese problems is express

in terms of the t tribution of F Arnstei n citizen arti ci -

pa tion is citizen Power. "It is the redi stri bution ,o.,f- -ppryg!. !þa! ellble

the have not citizens (who are) present'ly (sic) excìqdqd from the

pol itical proce

t i s the ..:¡j t

he bureaucracy

sses to be deìiberately included ín the

I tance to this redistribution of power o

which all authors pick out as the sing

mped'iment to the devqì-opment-a!;ggnui ne parti ci pation

...ì j

\
't ,'f

n"'l 
ì, 

'') .'il,, '

Y,\
t

iì
I

politicaì power is the power to influence the outcome of government

decisions. Participation is the attempt to exercise that power. This
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power can be de iure power, that is power that can be recognized in law,

or it can be de facto power, that is effective power or actual power. It

is de facto power which is the most important, and which is the subiect

of discussion. More and more of the de facto 
rpower 

in our society is

control I ed by the bureaucracy. leq"u\dÉt¡\

s

Power is other directed. It seeks to be exercised and to influence.

However, human beings have an inner need as well. Self deveìopment and

growth are needs. These needs are met partìy through the gratìfjcation

of basic needs. The conflict between the need to act and the need to

grow is fundamental to participatìon. Effective social action is a means

tq gratifying the social needs of self esteem and ìove. However, the

social integration and development which result in shared goaìs and a

broadened level of self interest are required in order for any social

group to act in an organized and co-ordjnated manner. The need to act

brings peop'le together. Before they can act they must be knit into a --- Tr'r=-l

collective agent lBfing shared goals and values. Individuals whose basÍc

needs are met have deveìoped skills which enable them to meet these needs.

Their interest will be to use these skills to achieve specific ends.

They wi'l'l be task oriented. Individuals whose basic needs aren't met

may ìack s$j. Their interest will be to develop skills which enable

them to meet basiln-g_eds. They w'ill be,qyç9;egs"9{ented.

Whatever the nature of the situation, âry group des'iring to achieve

group ends must develop shared goals and values. This deveìopment wiìì

be easier and less time consuming for people whose basic needs have been

met because this development is one of the skills that peop'le need to

learn.
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prob'lems arise because to permit the development of process oriented

needs is time consuming. The greater the sense of urgency on the part

of the task oriented types, the greater the likeìihood that process

oriented goaìs will be ignored, because task oriented types are in a

better position to assert themselves. Indjviduals who are involved in

the process part'ly to deveìop skills to meet basic personaì needs will

be di scouraged from participating. This reticence to get involved will

merely encourage unilateral and authoritarian action on the part of the

individuals who assume leadership ro'les. It is a way of ensuring that

th'ings geLdone.

This probìem is exacerbated "in regard to those who for reasons of

apathy, despair, or alienation do not norma'lly enter the process". (20' 3ì)

!]s anathy- i¡ often, but not always !nd]cate-d by, socio-ec-o,nomic status. '/'

I don't have a great deal of experience working with "the poor" from a

standpoint of their participation or non-participation. Nonetheless,

there are some general conrnents that I can make about this situation.

Poor people are a heterogeneous group as is any social grouping.

"Poor" is a label which says very little about the peopìe to whom it is

applied. Some of these people may have physical or medicaì disabilities'

some may have personal emotional problems' some may be unable to find

decent work, etc. In terms of needs gratification, most of these

individuals wjlì fit in very low on Maslow's hierarchy. Even personal

bodily needs may be a source of daiìy concern. Problems in gratifying

basic personaì needs wiìl prevent the gratification of higher social

needs. Persons who are poor may aìso become the obiect of abuse'

disapproval, and reiection from 'individuaìs and groups in society who
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see in these peopìe fearful and repulsive qualities. Abuse of this sort

has a profound debilitating effect on human development.

persons whose basic needs are satisfjed develop social networks and

group.ings which are directed at meeting higher needs. The abjlity to

form social networks is one of the skilts developed in meeting basic needs-

Some of the higher needs may be gratified through political activity. So,

by reason of their socio-economic situation, because their basic needs

have been met, these people have the will to_ exercise de facto poìitìcal

pov,,er. persons whose basic needs have not been met wilì not usual'ly have

an interest in organizing for political purposes. They do not have the

will to exe r. Since they wilì be unable to

exercise do facto political por^Jer, their relationship to government agencies

w'ill be largely one of frustrating and anxiety p{gducing degendency-'

Because of th'is fear and anxiety, poor people are incìined to avoid

confrontation with government agencies. This in turn merely reinforces

their dependency on the government.

gbviously, the beginnings of a soìution to some of the difficulties

which confront the poor would invoìve creating in them some sense of

personaì or olitical power. There are several obstacles to achieving

this obiective:

l. The bureaucracy frowns upon attempts to appropriate control and power

from them. Human nature being what it is, this would be especiaììy true

if the attempt was made by persons over whom the bureaucracy has direct

social, political and economic power. Poor persons depend on the govern-

ment for support. In this situation of dependency, people are often
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afraid that if they stand up to the government, what little they had

wi ì I be taken from them.

2. Peop'le whose basic needs haven't been met wjìl have difficuìty

maintajning interest in matters which are not related directly to meeting

basic needs.

3. There is another probìem that is associated with persons of all levels

of personal development. Ail people will be motivated to achieve goaìs

which have material benefits. Very few people will be motivated to achieve

goals whose benefits are growth and development. Most people want benefits

that have some substance. An interesting conflict aríses when, in order

to achieve the desired material benefits, some measure of personaì growth

is required. Growth and development is usualìy difficult and sometimes

painfu'¡. Most people will try to avoíd the difficulties, but still reap

the benefits which will result from growth

A similar situation exists with respect to the exercising of de

facto politicaì power. Political empob,erment is reaìly an individual or

psychol og icaì trait. It is something that- must be learned or acquired,

but which cannot. be taught qf given. As rFreire ints out, there is an_

oppressor ryilhin us who must first be thrown off before we can de_aì w]th

the oppressor who is outside. us. l.lhile this sense of empowerment cannot'

be forced upon anyone, situations can be created in which those attitudes

will develop naturaìly. This is the task of the community deveìopment

worker. For an interesting perspective on the method' see Freire's Ê,

Pedaqoqy of the 0ppressed.
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At this point, I shouìd also mention that it is not only the poor

who have low ìevels of participation. Many middle and upper income areas

have ìow levels of participation. However, there is a reason why we

should be especiaìly concerned about low rates of participation among the

poor. If participation in a middle income area is low one could assume

several things. They might be suffering from some unsuspected deprivation

of basic needs. What is more tikely is that the needs which mÍght be met

through participation are being met in Some other way. It can be assumed

that should the need arise, these persons would be able to organize on a

political basis to achjeve their desired ends. However, in the case of

low.income areas, the suspicion is that they are not able to organize on

a poìiticaì basis. Playing a role in a process of pubìic participat'ion

may be an option for someone whose basic needs have been met. For someone

whose needs haven't been met, playing such a role wiìl be difficult, but

may a'lso be a way for that person to improve his situation.

For these reasons, all the warnings against authoritarian behaviour

in participatory processes are especia'lly important when the process

affects and involves the poor. In this context, the reasons for Arnstein's

bitter cynicism are obvious. It is the poor who benefit most from a

program of genuine participation. It is also the poor who are least

likeìy to see such a program. Arnstein's experience is with the U'S'

government, but the Canadian experience has not shown us to be any more

progressive. (12, l3-23)

Concl usion

In the introduction to this chapter I indicated that the material

to be discussed could be used to amplify the tension between the partic'i-
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patory and representative theories. ,!q¡tigipatory goaìs and values aim

at developing the community by producing shared vaìues. Representative

vaìues are oriented ostensibìy toward technical goals und uulu.r. In

reality, lqp¡lggqntative values are aimed at preserving power for the

-'i
status quo.

Because particÍpatory values involve a shift or redistribution of

the power in society, resistance will be met from two sources. The

government will resist sharing its power. The authoritarian attitudes

of many citizens will prevent them from asserting the power which is

theirs. .Authoritarian societal institutions promote apathy among the

popul ace.

In order to overcome this resistance, the "benefits (of participation

must be perceivable, preferabìy visible and tangible". (20, 7) to aìl

parties who express interest in an issue. However, in order to be per-
..'.. \

ceived as benefits, these benefits must be geared to meet the needs andi\

affect the interests of all those who might be expected to express

interest. uThere is a universal need for finding a reward either

material or spirituaì from engagement in participation, and no imbalun.. '' t .;l;lr

).

r;";lt 'r'

in the distrjbution qf benefits". (20, 7) Both citizens and government

must see the personaì and group benefits to be achieved through partici-

pation, and must value them.

For these reasons, the process must be issue oriented, and

directed toward the ahievement of some task. The benefits of moral

and social development are intangibles. Most peopìe won't be strongìy

motivated to achieve these benefits. However, in order for a group of

L....T

ltl: ,

:.
,:ì'

.. " .i-
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diverse nature to get together on an issue' some degree of growth must

take pìace. The growth and development which consists of developing

shared goa'ls and values'is a prior and necessary condition if the process

is to succeed in performing the designated task. Once the growth has

taken p'lace, the group can address the substantive issue as a group.

The process in which individua'l goals and values are transformed into

group values is time consuming_. A great deal of give and take is required

for peoples'values and attitudes to change. 0nce the values and attitudes

have changed peopìe must be allorved the latitude to exercise their wiì1.

That is, they must be allowed the power to do what they want. ,It it !h9

time consumed'in developing people's goals and values, and the demand for

--1-Í>)
-l-l

llul

power which this deveìopment creates which prompts the resistance of the

government.

However, despite the resistance of governments, and despite the

" apathy of the people, I think it is clear that participation can work.

The sections in this chapter de,aling with the neggssS!^y conditions for

participation, and the hierarchial organization of participation are based

on empirical circumstances.

The necessar:y but not sufficient conditions are: ì. Mutual

learning or education, 2. Two-way conmunication, 3. Issue orjentation,

and 4. Leadership styìes and roles. The underìying focus of these

conditions is if participation is to achìeve its goals, good work'ing

relations must be established among the participants in a non threatening,

non authoritarian manner.
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The section on the mechanisms by which participation can be developed

shows that it is possibìe to structure a flexible and dynamic mechanism

which wiìì facilitate participation in a way which wilì respond to the

needs and interests of the participants-

These two sections provide a conceptuaì overview of a process which

in reality tends to be messy and confusing. They do not provide the fuel

or juice by which the process can be made to happen'

The positive tone of these two sections must be offset by the

reality of the opposition in the general conrnunity. This opposition

arises from groups and individuals who feel that their personal weìl

being and their power base is threatened by increased participation. Thjs

opposition can be seen both in and out of the government. In addition,

those who stand to gain most from participation, and who most need

participation are in the worst possib'le position to assert a claim to

the benefjts of partìcipation. Poverty is a reaì barrier to participation

All the sources consulted in prepa¡ing this chapter agree that the

unw]]lingness of government to share power is the singìe most serious

bryri_e_¡_to highero par.ticipation. However, wjth the exception of Arnstein,

the sources assume that the forum will inevitabìy be one of co-operation

between the government and the citizens. The government stands to benefit

from reduced opposition to and increased effectiveness of its programs.

It stancls to ìose in terms of power and expenditures. For the government

there is a trade off between these costs and benefits. A government

agency wiìl try to minimize time and power loss, and maximize program

benefits. An attitude of this sort is exploitive, and detrimental to
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the process. Citizens who find this attitude offensive may be forced

into a position of confrontation. The threat of confrontation has the

effect of keeping the government more honest and more interested in

consuìting its citizens.

There may be exceptions to this latter point. For example the

government may perceive itseìf as having the moral responsibility to

protect the rights of certain subgroups of the population who for some

reason are unable to protect their own interests. If a process of

participation threatens the rights of that group of people, the

government may wjsh to protect their rights by intervening on their

behal f.
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CHAPTER FOUR

CASISTUDIESI&II

In thjs chapter and the next, I want to examine prìmary and secon-

dary source accouts of citizens participation in order to test the

utility of the framework that has been developed'

There are two such cases that I want to examine in th'is chapter.

The fjrst took pìace in Calgary: Ingìewood, and the second in Toronto:

Rjverdale. Both cases took place in the late 1960's and earìy 1970's in

areas of sjmj'lar physical and social background. Both were initiated

from outside the pubìic sector and from within the conrnunity'

Case S tudv I: Ca I qarv: Inql ewood

The information about Calgary: Inglewood comes from Long's book

Everyma n the Pìanner. I ngìewood is the oldest part of Calgary. From an

historicaì perspective, it is to caìgary what t'linnipeg's inner city is

to winnipeg. It is marked by "a variety of light and heavy industry'

old retaiì and conmercial enterprises, an almost impossible web of rail-

way trackage, and some of the city's first sandstone schools"' (4, 3)

Bounded by a river, it is also distinguished by trees, parks, and the

Calgary Zoo.

As Calgary grew away from Inglewood, the area's physica'l sett'ing

deteriorated in the lg40's. Land was rezoned and converted for industriaì

use despite the obiections of area residents. This conversjon hastened

the decay of existing residential and retaiì deveìopment' No new
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residential and retail development took place. Physical decline of the

area accelerated and Inglewood turned into calgary's sìum.

In the 1960's the area was tagged for urban renewal. Transportation

corridors and freeways were planned at the same time as schools.were

being closed.

The author had been a long time resident of Alberta and had extensive

experience in com¡-qnjllr-p-lanndng. He formed the New Street Group of urban

designers and architects-EJÉ-Þ€!-Ug-rhop in Ingìewood. His inrnediate

goaì was the redevelopment of Ingìewood in a manner favourabìe to the

res'idents of the area. His long term goaì was to get the community to

p'lan for i tsel f through parti ci pati on -

In the preceding chapter, a set of characteristics was introduced.

I want to use these characteristics to examine Long's account. To save

space, I will not make extensive comparisons between chapters. Also,

because I am discussing community-based participation rather than govern-

ment sponsored participation' a discussion of Bregha's strategy is

poi ntl ess.

The four characteristics introduced in the section headed "The

Dynamic of the Process" were: l. Education, 2. Two-way corrnunication'

3. Orientation of leadership, and 4. Issue orientation.

l. Education

þJhen we speak of education, we are speaking of a process in which

the activìties of the conrnunity become the subiect of learning. (20' 3)

In an educational experience of this sort, what individuaìs and communjties
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learn about is themselves.

toward the Process.
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This sort of education is oriented stongly

From Long's account, it is apparent that he is deepìy concerned

w.ith process goals. He makes the dìstinction between a cornmunity planning

process which-i$ static, and the process of creating a comnunrW Pìan

which is dynamic, invoìves a whoìe community and is ongoing. The

objective is to accommodate the values and desires of the entire conrnunity

by pìanning with them instead of p'lanning for them'

The focus of the process was the creation of what Long calìs a

cry Each conmq{ty is unique, so each community will

have to create it¡__guu¡¡þt¡_¡¡!ion. There is no model for this. A

definition will consist of the perceptions that the members of the

community have of themselves as a community'

There are two senses in which a perception can be shared' The

first is implicit. community members have a coffrnon view of something as

individuals, but the view isn't discussed or shared sociaìly. The second

is expìicit. The imp'licit view is made explicit and changed through

interaction. Participation attempts to create percePtions which are

shared in this latter sense. In order for this process to be successful,

both the process and the information generated by the process will have

to have broad appeaì. It is important to address the needs and interests

of the peopìe at a ìevel that is perceived as meet'ing these needs and

interests. This means that some attempt wiìì have to be made to assess

the needs and.interests of the community from the conrnun'ity point of

view, even if that view is false'
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In Long's case, the view of the cormunity cashes out as citizen

participation en masse. The value or accuracy of the cormunity defìni-

tion wilt depend upon the degree to which the cor¡nunity has become

involved in the process. The viewpoint will change constantly as new

participants become involved, and as the conmunity grows and deveìops.

This ongoing process is at once the process of community education, and

the result of the process. The definition-uill _reflect the shared goals

and vaìues of those involved in the process. The conrnuníty becomes its

own curricul um.

2. Two-way communication

The success of the process of definition is depend-ent upon good

communications. First rate communications and feedback mechanisms are

essential to reach all members of the conrnunity. Long develops a five

step criterion by which to judge the effectiveness of his efforts at

cornmunication (4, 46) The process is hjghl-igh'Led by a continuing effort

to involve all members of the conununity. The success of the process

will be noticeable by the increasing number of persons who are involved,

and by the corresponding chanç5 in the conmunity perception. By Long's

admission, his goals were unrealistic, and his methods failed.

3. Leadership

Long insists that the leader or p'lanner shouìd act as a guide or

engineer and not attempt to controì the process. (4, 14) He claims that

the authoritarian leader syndrome denies the basic eìements of the

cormunity, creates mistrust, and perpetuates inequaìity- (4, l4) A

facilitator alìows the creativity of others to emerge. He acts as a

cataìyst to make the community viewpoint work.
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There are two views of leadership that Long mentions which are

especially interesting. The first is his cìaim that there needs to be

an affinity between leader and conrnunity. (4, 14) He cìaims that this

affinity is indeterminate but indispensable. This probabìy means that

the facilitator must be someone with whom the community can identify

and feel comfortable. In alì ìikelihood, this means that the leader

must accept, respect, or share the goaìs and values of the conrnunity.

This affinity is something that some peopìe will have and others won't.

The importance of this affinity in the relation between professional

resource people cannot be overvalued. More and more often, peop'le are

experiencing clashes of personal'ity between themselves and government

representatives. Cìashes of this sort make,it difficuìt for people to

gain access to public services and resources. One tactic which has been

used with some success is to permit user groups to hire their own people

to act as agency service or government workers. The affinity of which

Long speaker js easier to come by when the person involved is someone

known to and accepted by the conununity.

A second point of interest concerns his views on confrontation. For

groups based in the conununity without direct access to the government,

confrontation may be the only way to attract attention. However, Long

emphasizes the need for good relations with the bureaucracy as a means

of securing needed support. He argues that while the aims and activities

of consnunity groups must threaten civic officials in order to ga'in their

attention, that these must also appeal to these people to gain their

support. I think Long is saying that conrnunity groups should carry a

t/w
/q4, .

t/)()

big stick and wal k so rì
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However, first you have to have the stick. Poìiteness and good wiìl

succeed onìy as long as the government is responsive to the needs of the

people in question. Long had good personaì connections with Calgary

city hall. This may have influenced reìations between civic officials

and the residents of Inglewood. Frequentìy, civic officials wilì stone-

wall citizens groups in the bel'ief that doing nothing will make the

peopìe go away. In situations of this sort, I think that Long would have

to agree that a tougher stand would have to be made. The point is that

confrontation should be used as a tactic not as a styìe.

4. Issue 0rientation

Initial'ly Long's focus was exclusive'ly on corrrnunity development

through mass partic'ipation in planning. He discovered that to achieve

his objectives even partiaìly, he had to explojt issues. Consider his

belief about individual motivation in participatìon. He thinks that

indjviduals must have: a. the desire to become aware, b. the time to

become aware, c. a high degree of civic responsibility' and d. the

ability to assimilate information.

I think Long misses the point. very few people if any will be

motivated in the manner he suggests. I'lany more peop'le wiìl be motivated

to meet basic needs if these needs are not being met in some other way.

Oddìy enough, despite his aìtruistic view of human motivation, Long

acknowledges the egocentric nature of human interest and awareness. He

proposes a theory to describe human consciousness. (4, 42) He claims

that there are levels of awareness which act as limited factors in the

way individuals and groups reìate to issues. These leveìs are: ì-
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individual, 2. group, 3. conrnunity, 4. urban, 5, regional, and 6.

gìobaì. (4,43) These levels of awareness are always active in a seìf

interested manner.

There are two problems with this theory. First'ly, he conflates

sefl awareness in terms of personal or social identity with self aware-

ness jn terms of physical or geographic setting. Each of these ìevels

shares this ambiguity. Secondìy, ,he fails to mention that there are

different sorts of seìf interest which may correspond to these levels of

awareness. For exampìe, I can be interested in a way which excludes the

interest of others, I can be interested in a way which incìudes the

interest of others, but in an egocentric way, I can be interested in a

way wh'ich includes the interest of others in a non-egocentric way, and I

can be interested in a way wh'ich subsumes my interests to those of others.

These are alì examples of self interest.

Despite these probìems, there are a number of interesting points

in Long's views. Long beìieves that human awareness develops hierarchi-

calìy. So does Maslow. More interesting is Long's suggestion that the

deveìopment of human ab,areness has a physical as welì as a social com-

ponent to it. It may be that in order to interest peopìe in partiCipatÍon

we must not onìy seìect issues which affect their basic needs, but that

we must seìect issues which affect those needs in a particuìar social

and geographicaì context. Following Coì_e's beliefs about the importance

of local issues in par:t-ieipation, and Maslow's beìiefs about the

importance of basic needs to human motivations, I can speculate that

most people will fjt into Long's scale of awareness, and my scale of

self interest at the most basic levels.
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Long's strategy was to initiate a process of cormunity planning.

He discovered that people weren't interested in planning unless it was

focused on specific issues which were of concern to the cormunity. He

also discovered that interest in planning for specific issues didn't

tranfer to p'lanning in general. Items such-ns-p-ersonal growth, conrnunity

development, and communily-=pfanni-ng-were not issues of interest to the

conrnunity. Activity in these areas was essential if the comrnunity was

to deal successfully rvith issues that were of interest. Long had to

adopt an approach wh'ich subordinated the ideals of process orientation

and community deve'lopment to more basic issues.

Although there is more to be said about Long, first I want to con-

sider the second case study.

\ÙiltCase Stu I I : Toronto: Ri verdal e

Don Keating 's book The Power to Make it Ha n was written about

events that took place in the Toronto area of Riverdale during the early
.l970's. Like Ingìewood, Riverdale is described as ljflking class

community. It is distinguished by narrow streets, small houses' poor

ìighting, a high percentage of renters, low income housing, and a broad

mix of ethnic groups. The area is broken by rail lines and the

encroachment of industrial land use. Like Inglewood, the area became the

target of urban renewal schemes. Residents were angered and embittered

about the intrusion of urban renewal into their area. City officials

were fearful of the kind of violence that was being experienced in the

'U.S. Conmunity organizers were used to appease the people. Because of

their ties to city haì.l, the organizers were viewed with suspicion. A

group of Riverdale churches got together, obtained funds from city hall,

and hired Don Keating.
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Keating came to Riverdale from the Chicago ghetto where he had

trai ned as a corrìmuni ty devel opment worker. Hi s methods were basi c. He

knocked on doors and asked people is-tielhad any concerns. 0nce he had

identjfied neighbourhood issues that he thought he could win, neighbour-

hood groups were fornç-{¡ra!!d-these issues.

According to Keating, the obiect of the exercise was to transfer

power from jts !f¡4L!10¡a.l preserve in bureaucratic and po'litical arenas

to the people. This could be achieved by building an organizatjon around

issues, and_ryjx.nl_nglhe.se issues in a manner which adhered to democratic

principìes. These prìncipìes are important because "democracV (js)

fundamental to life; without it, individuals and communities are less

than human. It has to do rñift rights that are at the same time basic

needs, (especialìy) the need to have control over our own destiny. This

is particuìarly important for those who are on the outside of things".

(3, viii)

Clearly, Keating identifies participation with human growth, meeting

basic needs (especially needs relating to self esteem or power), and

democracy. gnce again, I want to use the four characteristics developed

in the preceding chapter to discuss-Keatings views; These-characteristics

are: l. Educati on, 2. Two-way conmunication, 3. LeadershiP, 4. Issue

o ri enta ti on .

l. Education

Keating sees particlpàtìOn as having vaìue because it meets basic

needs. Through winning on issues that meet basic needs, people learn

that powerlessness and ìack of organization leaves them wide open to
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exploitation. By confronting government officials over issues which

meet or threaten basic needs, people'learn to see themselves as powerful

and in contro'|. Previously they were subiect to manipulation and control

of outside authority. Thus their perception of both themselves and thejr

government is transformed. They learn how to deal with the intimidation

of government representatives without surrendering power to them in the

process. Qrganizing and initiating actions is seen "as a quick and

effective way to change the way (the people) relate to their professionaìs".

(3, 30) Through organizing, they learn how to function at meetings and

committees. These are social skills the value of which should not be

underestimated in a society which is run by commjttees.

"If peop'le are given the opportunity to make decisions about the

direct'ion their lives take, they increase their dignity and self respect.

If they experience a series of victories, they enhance their self

image, and if they build and use the power ìnherent in every community,

they deve'lop antidotes 
l_or 

the apathy that prevails in most working

class conrnunities." (3, Bl) Again, Keating emphasises the relationship

between self esteem and power.

The position I have been working with assumes that through partici-

pation in nntters which meet basic needs, people grow and develop as

human beings. Part of this growth is alìeged to be a growth in moral

stature. Peopìe treat each other as equals. Peopìe become less self

centered and more oriented to the needs of their fellows.

All of this has a lofty ring to it. It is difficult to translate

these ideaìs into common sense language which would spell out their
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practical implications. Adding to this difficulty is the as yet

unresolved claim made by Schumpeter that the narrow self interest of most

individuaìs will prevent this growth and development from taking place.

Long had to sacrifice his ìdeals to the reaìity of the comrnunity. The

practice of participation is very different from the ideals.

Keating has a very practical approach to organizing. He focuses on

the twin goaìs of winning and buiìding. (3, 63) This distinction appears

to correspond to the earlier distinction between task orientation and

process orientation. l.linn i nq 'is task o ri ented. ilding is process

oriented. Although Keating maintains that both are essential and in some

ways conflicting, he appears to conflate buiìding wjth winning.

The whole point of Keating's efforts is to gather peopìe into an

organization which can expìoit the power that people have in them by

nature. The way to gather peopìe is through winning actions around

issues which meet basic needs. Action for its own sake won't attract

much interest, but winning actions which meet basic needs will. At the

outset, Keating isn't going to be concerned if he doesn't have a lot of

support, as long as he has an issue he can win, and the support to win

it. Through winning actions; people identify not only with the benefits

the action reaps, but with the process which wins these benefits.

Keating buiìds by winning. Exercising comrnunity power through

conrnunity action by community participat'ion is Keating's objective.

0rganization buiìds power by effecting changes in both the internal

situation and the external situation (3, 99) Action achieves changes

in the external situation by w'inning. It achieves changes in the
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internal situation by changìng the way people perceive and relate to

themselves and their cormunitY.

In bui'lding power through winning action, Keating does not become

preoccupied with the inner situation. He assumes apparently, that what-

ever inner probìems peop'le are having as a result of his efforts to build

winning organizations will take care of themselves. He assumes I suppose'

that since winning action meets basic needs, as long as peopìe see

winning action, and as long as their needs are met by these actions they

wi I I keep com'ing out.

Keating's preoccupat'ion with action may cause needless probìems.

The process of growth consists of the development of a critjcal self

awareness. Having people learn about themseìves and their environment

can be a painful process. There are many things we don't want to know

about ourselves and about others. (3, ì10) "People (will) build to heìp

themselves, and to change the conditions they tive in." (3, ììl) However,

first they have to change.themselves. As Keating points out, there is

an inner reality to deal with, which he equates with a sense of power.

This sense of power is not developed by a sìmpìe change of self interest.

It must be accompanied by a change in basic consciousness. This change

will be reflected in a new attitude toward both the seìf and others.

This change must be brought about through the process of bu'i1dìng

the conrnunity organization. The process must include more than iust an

aggregation of people who have a cofimon interest. Participation provides

a forum for interaction with others. Through this interactjon a group

bond and identity are developed. Shared goals and values result.

-l"tl'
Sfc.
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Keating pays no attention to this aspect of the organization. He calls

it maintenance. In his preoccupation with power and winning, he seems

to forget that the process itself is supposed to meet basic needs, not

just the results of winning actions.

As a result of what Keating terms ìow organization maintenance, the

internal relationship of the organization was marked with wrangìing and

defections. From a practical point of view it is impossibìe to create

mass organìzations which reflect everyone's values and interests, even

at a neighbourhood level. People living orl the same street can be so

far apart on basic values as to make it impossible for them to work

together. However, uniess some attempt is made to be accomrnodating,

then whatever action takes p'lace in that neighbourhood wiìl not be

representative of the neighbourhood.

My question then is, is a poìitical system which excludes without

apoìogy the values and interests of a portion of the population any

better than the system it purports to replace? 0n the other hand' if

the basic needs of a significant portion of the people are being met

through neighbourhood action, should the system which achieves these

benefits be criticized if it excludes some peopìe?

Idealìy, we want to have a poì'iticaì framework which can meet and

serve everyone's interests regardless of differences in basic values.

In practice, this never seems to be the case. The distinction between

personal values and group values gets bìurred, and as long as peop'le

allow personaì values to override group values, and as long as peopìe

differ as to what are group values, these probìems wiìl continue.
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At any rate, Keating's action orientation leaves him largely

unconcerned about problems of this sort. Ironicaìly, this indifference

provides him with a means to overcoming one of the barriers to partici-

pation. Narrow self interest has been cited as a major barrier to mass

participation. Keating organizes a mass organization around neighbour-

hood groups which respond to ìocal issues and needs. Peopìe learn that

sticking up for other people's needs can be a good way of sticking up

for themselves.

So, whjle Keating's obsession with power and with winning creates

internal problems, these probìems do not prevent people from learning

and growing through participation.

2. Two-way conmunication

Keating's organizing sty'le is direct. He makes personal contact

door to door to identjfy issues. He repeats thjs contact to organize

meetjngs via leaflets. He encourages face to face confrontations when

dealing with professionaìs and bureaucrats. Person to person contact is

maximi zed.

3. LeadershiP

Keating cìaims that his system is democratic and participatory'

Accordjng to our earlier discussions, the leadership in this type of

organization is different from traditional forms of leadership which are

authoritarian. According to Cole, the leader is to serve the interests

of the peop'le not to determine these interests. The leader must not

domi nate.
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In Keating's account the question of leadership styles is dealt

with in the confìict between task orientation and process orientation.

Should the leader concern himself with process or with action? Using

this distinction it appears as if Keating ignores the style of leader-

ship which is compatible with his principles.

The advantage of process orientation is that it buÍ1ds trust and

confidence between the leader and the people. The leader is in one sense

a non-leader to the extent that at ìeast part of their attention is

directed internalìy at the individuals within the group. This does not

seem to be Keating's sty'le. His relationship with the peopìe was marked

by al'ienation suspicion and mistrust. (3, 53-54) Keating keeps a low

profile in pubìic, but it is obvious that he wheels and deals behind the

scenes. (3,68) He describes his struggles with the executive as power

strugg'les. His reìationship with the executive is negative because he

has structured the organization for actjon and little attention is paid

to personal maintenance.

However, if maintenance and process are so important, how is it that

Keating's methods succeed in the apparent absence of such considerations.

To maintain my hypothesìs, I have to assume that the bonding and the

development of group identity occur even if Keating is unaware of it.

This would explain both the success of his organizing, and his constantly

deteriorating re'lationship with the people.

Keating identifies the struggìe wjth the group as a power struggìe.

He justìfies this negative reìationship as unavoidable because an

"Outsider brings an obsession with buitding an organization (but that)
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he (the outsider) is different. He doesn't whoìly ident'ify w'ith the

probìems of the conrnunity except to the extent that he can expìoit them

to build an organization". (3, lì2) In other words, he doesn't really

concern hjmself about peop'le of their growth and development even if

these are necessary to the success of his efforts.

Because Keating's values differ from those of the community,

inevitably as growth takes pìace, and as the conmunity deve'lops' his

presence will become superfluous and even threatening. He defines his

role solely in terms of power. Once the community has a sense of its

own power, it wiìl no longer need him. Keating be'lieves that a connrunity

deveìopment worker must be obsessed with bui'lding an organization, while

the conrnunity must be obsessed with values. It might be that a conmunity

development worker should be obsessed with building people' or rather

with helping people to build themselves.

Although I have identified a source of difficulty in Keating's

methods, the problem does not prevent Keating from achieving his goaìs.

So, I still haven't resolved the question as to whether process or task

orientation is preferable. I think the answer to this question will

depend on the needs of the conmunity. Each conmunity wiìì be different

in its need. Some growth will aìways be necessary. In Freire's case,

the basic needs of the community are met through a growth oriented

pedagogical process. In Keatjng's case, needs are met through mass

po1itical actions. Each worker wjll have his own styìe. H'is abiìity to

assist the community w'ilì determine the success of that styìe.
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The friction that existed between Keating and the cormunity was a

mark of his personaì styìe. This style is not essential to conrnunity

development work. Keating is al^rare of the problems his personaìity

poses. He points to the difference between good organizing and good

personal relatjons. (3, ì45) He aìso cautions that a ìeader must not

domjnate. Building means lettjng people get involved. (3, 149)

4. Issue orientation

I thjnk the foregoing is sufficient to indicate that Keating believes

that issues that meet basic needs are indispensable to successfu'l parti-

ci pati on.

Again, there is more to be said about Keating's account, but I will

deal with it in the conclusion.

Concl usi on

I believe that both Keating and Long confirm and add to the usefuì-

ness of the perspectjve developed in the preceeding chapter. I conclude

this chapter by considering the following:

l. Education

Both identify the participatory process as educational. Long

identifies this education as community education. As a vehicle for mass

participation it fails. llhile growth and development are essential to

the well being of the con¡nunity, they are not themseìves issues which

concern the communitY.

Keating's focus is more narrow and precise. What people learn in

a participatory process is that they are powerful. They learn this by
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winning actions. Theylearn how to exercise this power, and how others

exercise this power by attending meetings and by being involved in winning

actions. Part of Keating's strategy is that peopìe acquire the skill or

knowledge of how to exercise their innate power through participation.

2. Two-waY communjcation

Long contends that good communication is essential to participation

as the medium through which the community is transformed' He used the

mass media as the vehicle through which to advert'ise his process of

conmunity definition. The process failed because people weren't interested

in planning and development in the abstract, and probabìy didn't read h'is

news I etter.

Keating believed in door to door, face to face conrnunications as an

organi zi.ng tacti c. l,Jri tten conmuni cati ons were a fol l ow up.

The contrast jn the two approaches poses the question as to whether

d.irect or ind'irect conmunication is the best method.

3. Issue 0rientation

Long learned the hard way that issues were essential to participation.

Growth and development can be facilitated through participation in issues.

He suggests that people's self awareness is apparentìy related both to

social groupings and to geographical areas. Following this ìead we can

specuìate that in order to generate interest in participation we need

an issue which directìy affects peopìe's social or geographicaì self

consciousness. 0bviousìy, issues whìch affect peopìe at the lowest cofrmon

ìevel wiìl attract the most interest'
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Keating''s approach was direct and issue oriented. He assumed that

the onìy way to organize properìy was around issues which affected basic

needs. He identified issues by asking peopìe if anything vras bothering

them.

4. Leadership stYìes

Long's contribution to leadership styles is especially interestÍng.

He emphasizes the need for an affjnity between leader and people. This

affinity can be cultivated by permitting conrnunity groups to choose

their own professional resounce people. The other side of this coin is

that personality clashes between leadership and people will prevent

proper development of the process.

Keating apparentìy had this affinity at the beginning. It seemed

to consist of shared values between leader and peop'le. However, as

Keating's vaìue differences became apparent, a rift was created between

him and the peopìe.

Long and Keating aìso add to our understanding of the barriers to

participation in the following way:

ì. The most serious opposition Long encountered was from within the

community itself. Division of interest, and entrenched narrow self

jnterest with the corununity proved to be the most difficult obstacle to

surmount. This reminds me of Schumpeter's claims that narrow self interest

would make participation impossib'le. Notice however, that Keating

expìoits narrow self interest as a tool to further participation. By

organizing in smaìl areas around issues which affect the areas ìocally,

he succeeds in building a ìarge organization which will stick up for

smal ler local i nterests.
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2. Government funds for cornmunity based participation will almost

always be jn short supply and have strings attached. Money is a constant

probl em.

3. Long observes that a conrnunity controì program can have the same

problem of alienation from the community that government bureaucracy

has. This may mean that citizen control is not always desirable.

Alì this leaves unanswered three related questions.

l. How should the community reìate to authoritjes?

Long emphasizes the need for good relations in order to further the

aims of the community. Keating ignores good reìations in favour of

confrontation. He argues that the real problem the conrnunity has is not

that they are not powerful, but that they don't perceive themselves as

powerful. Good relations wjll not change the imbalance of power. As

Keating shows repeatedìy, authorities are patronizing and condescending

when they are treated poìitely. He maintains that democracy works

through pressure, and that pressure can be treated either by money or by

organization. (3, 96) KeatÍng's problem is perhaps that he is obsessed

with power and with winning. At this point at least we have to concede

that if confrontation is not acceptable as a styìe of participation, it

has great promise as a tactic.

2. l.lhich style of organization is better?

Styìe of organizing is onìy important insofar as it enables peopìe

to meet their needs. The criterion of good organizing is not independent

from the process. Keating's sty'le and personality may have been abrasive,

but he got results. He didn't allow opposition or hostility to defeat
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0n the other hand, Long's aims were frustrated by

I think the difference lies in thejr expectations of the people and

the process. In an earlier chapter we noted that where participatory

theory maintains that growth and development can be fostered through

participation, representative theory maintains that narrow self interest

will defeat the aims of participation. This apparent contradiction is

stjll unresolved. Worse, it appears as if both theories have some

validity. Human nature is schizoid in that it manifests both these

seemingly contradictory characterj stics.

I think Keating grasps the horns of this apparent dilemma and squirms

between them. He recognizes both that people are self interested and

jealously concerned with protecting their interests, but also that people

can grow and develop through participation. There is a social as well as

a personal dimension to power. Social conrnitments can enhance personaì

interests. Although I'm certain that Long recongizes this dichotomy at

some ìevel, he does not address it head on. None the less, the style of

organizing which is best, is that which best meets the needs of the

conrnuni ty.

3. tlhat about needs and Power?

Maslow calIs this his third 'level of need "Self esteem". Self

esteem involves a seìf perception. Thjs perception is drawn partìy from

the individuals view of himself, and partìy from the individual's belief

about how he is perceived by others. This need seems to be associated

with success. If this is correct then it is apparent that our culture
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is preoccupied with meeting thìs need. Success and power are two sides

of the same coin. A successful person is a powerful person in his own

eyes and in the eyes of the people who set the standard of success.

perhaps a better label for this need would be "dominance" or "superiority"

or "competence".

Keating clearly associates the meeting of this need with power. It

is also clear that his aim is to meet this need through partic'ipation.

Long'is probably trying to meet this need although it may not be clear

to him that th'is'is what he is doing. He is certainly concerned with

trying to change people's perception of themselves.

To sum up, the characteristics identified previousìy provide a useful

framework with which to examine case studies of citizen's partipipation.

It is becoming apparent that the conflict between representative theory

and partic1patory theory is based upon a conflict which exists in human

nature. Thjs conflict defeated Long's aims. H'is ajms were mass

conmunity participation in p'lanning. Given the basic conflict, his

expectations were probabìy unrealistic. Keating attempts to use this

conflict to his advantage. Ultimately the criterion of success resides

in the conmunity. Have the conununities'needs been met? Has growth and

development taken place?
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CHAPTER FIVE

CASE STUDY III

Publ ic Participa tion in Schooì Reorganization in l.linnipeg

The exampìes of participation discussed previousìy were initiated

from within the conrnunity. As an exampìe of government sponsored

participation I want to examine public participation in the reorganiza-

tion of llinnipeg schoo'ls. This will prov'ide both a local flavour, and

some primary source material with whjch to test our perspective on

pa rti ci pati on.

What is Declining Enrollment?

In the last two or three years, many of l,linnipeg's dozen or so

school divisions have had to consider whether or not to close schools

within their jurisdiction. This situation is brought about by declining

enrollment. Declining enrollment is a complex phenomenon which can be

traced to three sources. These are: l. Lower fertility rates' 2.

Out migration of school age chiìdren from one division to another, 3.

Demand for French inmersion.

French inrnersion is a federaììy funded language program which is

intended to reduce friction between Canada's dominant language groups.

It is popuìar with parents in higher income areas. The demand for French

services reduces English enrollments and creates pressure to convert

unused space in Engìish language schools for French programs.

When a division is having trouble with its enrollments, a review

process is initiated. The process is usually caìled "reorganization"
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because the term "closure" is inflanrnatory, and since it may not be the

case that a school ís shut down. There are three things that happen to

schools that can be described as closure. These are: l. the program

at the school can be changed, e.g. from French to Engìish,2. the grade

ìeveì can be changed, 3. the school can be ìocked up'

whv are Schools Closed?

There are several issues which are directìy related to a decision

to close or not to close a school:

l. Finances

Here the argument is based on the rational and efficient allocatjon

of funds to and within school divisions. Schools are financed in three

ways. These are: a. The prov'incial education levy based upon the

munjcipa'l m'ill rate, b. General provincial revenues' c. The special

'levy based upon the municipal milì rate and assessed independently by

each schooì division.

The funds are aìlocated on a per pupiì basis-according-to several

prov'incial formulae which include fixed pupil teacher ratios. A decline

in the absolute number of pupils means a decline in the amount of money

the djvision will receive from the province. The problem is that a

class of fifteen requires virtually the same amount of resources as a

class of thirty, but will receive onìy about half the funding. There is

a bujìt in fixed cost associated with running a school which is rela-

tiveìy inelastjc with respect to the student population. The argument

is that in principìe by cìosing a school, this fixed cost should be

recoverable. In practice, this saving has never been shown to occur'
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but the beìief that it does occur is widely accepted among school

administrators and trustees.

2. Program qual itY

Arguments based on program qua'lity are usually cited as being the

most important reason for closing a schooì. In generaì, because of the

funding formuìa, more students in a school means that a more varied pro-

gram can be offered. For exampìe, most specialist teachers (physed'

'library, music, French, etc.) are paid out of speciaì levy. As the

enrollment jn a school declines, these positions become more expensive on

a per pup'il basis and are harder to iustify to economy minded administra-

tors and trustees.

Both of these positions are based on the cost effective alìocation

of resources. There are a number of subsidiary arguments which bear

di rect'ly on these i ssues :

a. Small schools versus ìarge schools

program quality is said to be better in large schools. Large schools

justify expenditures on a per pupil basis for speciaì programs and teachers.

There is a confìict among educators as to whether or not the primary role

of public schools is to provide education in the sense of three R'S, or

to provide education in the sense of ìearning social roles and values.

Most people favour the latter view. Because ìarger schools enhance

opportunities for sociaì interactjon in terms of program variety, peopìe

who accept that the learning of social roles and values is the primary

task of education will be more inclined to accept the closure of small

schools. However, a grow'ing number of people, and especialìy parents who
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are faced with the ìoss of a neighbourhood school, believe that aìthough

program is different in small schools, quality is iust as good and in some

ways better. Both sides have a literature to support their claims. No

objective data exists which favours either view.

b. Neighbourhood schools enhance property values

Lots of peopìe believe this, but there is no documented verification

of this view. The claim is that a neighbourhood which lacks a school will

not be as attractive to people with young children. This wilì reduce

demand for housing in the area, and lower prices. It may be true that a

house in an area which has no school may be more difficult to sell because

the buyers market is restricted. However demand for housing could still

be strong. If so, the price should not be affected. Conversely, if the

market is weak, Prices will be depressed regardless of whether or not

there is a school in the area. A school is not the onìy factor which

affects the housing market. While schools may be a selìing point to some

peop'le, it is likeìy that there are other factors which affect the price

of housing more drasticaììy than the presence of a school. However, the

perception that schools support property values is prevaìent and power-

ful .

c. School s mi rror society' s vaì ues

Schools mirror and create the values of the conrnunity in which they

are ìocated. This view is widely accepted. It is a corolìary of the

view expressed earlier about the role of socialization in education.

These viewpoints support the point made in chapter two that social

inst'itutions teach citizens how to behave in sociaì situations. Peopìe

who value the role of their neighbourhood school will resist strongìy any

attempt to close that school.
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The need to cìose schools is based on a set of beliefs which

predicate cost savings in dolìars, and improved program quaìity' These

views are shared by administrators, politicians, and citizens' but they

may be false. Peopìe resist cìosure because of anxiety about the well

bejng of their children, the value of their property, the welì being of

their neighbourhood, etc. These fears may also be false. Because of

the unclarity which surrounds these issues, ôñY acceptable solution to

school closure will have to be pureìy poìitica'l'

The problems surrounding declining enrollment have been evjdent for

years. Most of the provinces have studied the issue. There is a sub-

stantjal literature dealing with the technical ìssues. The role of the

public in school closure is examined as an afterthought in most cases.

In ¡4innipeg, declining enroìlment has been noticeable for the last ten

years, and has been a probìem for the last three or four.

There are about a dozen school djvisions in the City of t'linnipeg.

I discussed the issue of puh,lic pafticipation in school reorganization

w.ith six of these divisions. The basis of selection was non-scientific.

In all cases, I was referred by people who were knowledgeabìe about the

probìem and the methods that were being used to deal with it' The

divisions with which I spoke are as follows:

l. tlinnipeg #ì

¡4SD #l is the largest division in the city. It covers the area that

was formerìy the Ci ty of l.li nn j peg (metropoì i tan) . Enrol lments are rel a-

tive'ly stable except in the portion of the djvision known as the inner

ci ty where enrol lments fì uctuate due to a number of causes ' Two or three
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small schools have been closed with littìe fuss. More recently, the

division has initiated a process called the South t'linnipeg Review to

examine enrollments in the relatively prosperous southern portion of

the division. The administration of the division has been loathe to

discuss the Process.

2. St. James #2

SJSD #2 is also a very large division and has experienced a large

decline in enrollment. For this reason they have closed six schools.

Two of these closures were done wjthout consultation. The response in

the community to one of these closures was so acrimonious that the board

decided to impìement a poìicy of pub'lic consultation. The first two

closures under this po'licy also provoked a great deal of resentment. A

subsequent modification of the process resuìted in a process which closed

two schools without causing an uproar in the community.

3. Assiniboine-South #3

ASSD #3 (Charleswood-Tuxedg) c_o_yers- Some*4.f -the. wealthiest. areas.'of-_--'-'-

tlinnipeg. Because some residential construction is stiII going on'

ASD #3 has a relatively large and stable population. However, the older

areas of the division have experienced a decline in enrollment. one

school had had its grade level changed. opposition to this move was

bitter and long lasting. Because of the problems with this process, the

procedure for consultation has been modified in a manner which it is hoped

witì prevent further hostiljties.

4. St. Boniface #4

SBSD #4 has experienced a severe decline in enroìlments. Like St.

James, no new residential construction is taking place in the division,
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so the decline is widespread. In a controversial and wel'l publicised

nrove the board closed several schools and adiusted enrollments at several

others. So bitter and controversjal was this process, that bad feeìings

still exist. Ethnic tension stenrning from the closures may have led to

the burning of the headquarters of the Societe Franco Manitobain.

5. Fort Garry #5

FGSD #5 has conducted a task force to reorganize enrollments in the

northern part of the division where a'large decline in enroììments has

occurred. The southern port'ion of the division is still growing due to

residential construction. Fort Garry maintains a number of smaller than

usual schools and has converted others to French Immersion without

i nci dent.

6. St. Vital #6

The decline in enrollments in svDS #6 has been mitigated by

residential construction in the southern portion of the division. The

northern portion has experienced a decìine. Enrol'lments have been

adjusted during a ìengthy consultation process. The process was

relativeìy polite and peaceful. A number of parents obiect to parts of

the reorganization and are planning-to contest board elect'ions in the- '

fall of 1983.

The Process

In alì cases, the initiative to include the pubìic is taken by the

board. In some cases, this initiative was taken because of bad experiences

with angered residents which had occurred previousìy. In other cases'

the divisions were exercising foresight and prudence. Aìl boards were
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forth¡ight in admitting that their motives were poìitical. Their major

objectjve was to avoid hostile confrontation with the public, while at

the same t'ime making reorganization more acceptable to the pubìic. Little

or no consideration was given to community deveìopment. Clearìy, the

boards were not conrnitted to the principìes of participation.

0n the other hand, the parents entered the process on the defensive.

They perceived the possible closure of their neighbourhood school as a

threat to their chiìdren and to thejr neighbourhood. The potential for

a hostile clash of vaìues is obvious. It should be remembered that the

basis jn fact for the benefits about closure that are heìd by both groups

is tenuous and for that reason unimportant.

gnce again, to heìp understand the process I will use the categories

introduced in the third chapter. These categories are: l. Education,

2. Two-way cormunication, 3. LeadershiP, 4. Issue orientation. The

ìast category can be dispensed with since this is a sìngìe issue event.

I wilì forego using Bregha's hierarchy since doing so will add nothing

extra to the discussion. I should mention that the staging process

advocated by Bregha resembles closeìy certain aspects of the processes

which were used by the school divisions. Frequently, when trouble ensued,

an obvious deviation from Bregha's recommended procedure had occurred.

To me this indicates two things. Firstly, Bregha has hit upon a des-

cription of government community interaction which is appìicable on a

practicaì basis to the real thing. Secondly, when his staging procedure

i sn' t fol I owed troubì e ensues .
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I should aìso mention that the major difference between genuine

participation and pseudo-participation is not whether or not the citizens

are granted control. Genuine participation takes place when the govern-

ment is concerned about meeting the needs of the citizens, when it meets

the needs of the people, and when the peopìe are satisfied that their

needs have been met. Genuine participation is an attitude and a reìa-

tionship rather than an institutional arrangement.

l. Education

The developmentaì objectives of participation are to promote shared

goaìs and values. The process which achieves these obiectives aìso

creates a group identity. 0n the negative side, this process helps to

overcome the natural suspicion and narrow mindedness with which most

people approach participation whjch involves government. The process to

reorganize schools made use of several tactics designed to overcome

suspicion.

For example, one prevalent prob'lem in participation is bureaucratic

unwillingness to permit outside consultation. Permitting such consuìta-

tion is a means to overcoming suspÍcion. FGSD #5 and ASSD #3 used outside

consultation as a cataìyst for the process. The situation arose through

a challenge by the parents to a piece of data which had been submitted by

the administration. The parents demanded and received permission to seek

outside consultation. The consultant reports confirmed the original data.

This procedure helped to create an atmosphere of trust and confidence.

Simjìar results were obtained in SJSD #2 and in SVSD #6 by other means.

In general an acconrnodating, patient, and supportive attitude on the part

of the adminjstration helped to create a feeling of group Ídentity.
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Another change which had to take place was to move the parents from

susp'iciously defending their own territory against the other parents, to

defend1ng a territory common to the entire group. When this shift occurs'

each perSon sees the entire affected area as "his". This outìook is

shared with all those involved.

This change was brought about in two cases. Qne of these was in

FGSD #5, and the other in SJSD #2. The key seems to be to create a

situation in which each individual can transfer his ìoyalty from the

smaller territory that he defends from the start to he er territory,

wi thout feel 'ing as if he is gìving up something that nobody else is

g'iving ,p. {'In other words, 'if anyone is perceived as ìosing in this

matter, everyone must be perceiu"-L9llo:ing. This shift appears to

occur more easiìy when there is a definite territory which each involved

person defends initially, and when there is a focal point which is corffnon

to all of the smaller territories, but which does not in the eyes of the

participants favour any of them. In the two cases under discussion, the

high schooì provided this focus. By addressing the problem from the

perspective of the high schooì, the peopìe were able to avoid territorial

conflicts over iunior high and elementary schooìs. Obviously any pro-

cedure which cannot provìde a focus of th'is sort will not be abìe to

overcome the territorial instincts of the participants.

$ne aspect of the process which is supposed to take place is the

mutual learning between participants and bureaucrats. I'lhere successful

processes took pìace everyone agreed on a wide variety of data and issues-

Everyone agreed that a deep respect had been developed by the parents

for the job done by the administratjon. However, none of the adminis-
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trators was wilìing to say that he had developed the same respect for the

roìes of the parents. The parents were aware of this and responded with

cynicism. They felt manipulated. I think that this lack of mutual

respect reveals a flaw in the process, but I will explore this coniecture

I ater.

So, there are two components to the educational part of the process-

The first is the overcomíng of the negative, narrow attitudes that many

peopìe bring w'ith them to the process. The second is to promote the

growth and development of the group. In those processes which failed'

the initial suspic'ions were never dealt with. In genera'l , the processes

vrere aìrned at overcoming the hostiìity without promoting any substantial

growth.

2. Two-way communication

. A free flow of informatíon was considered to be essential to the

process. Fjrstìy, it was important to overcome suspicion and territorial

i nsti ncts. l.li thhol di ng i nformati on or creati ng the suspi ci on that

information is being withheld will prevent both the overcoming of

suspicion and the promotion of growth. Some administrators adopted an

open door poì'icy which included disclosure of all relevant informatjon.

This promoted an atmosphere of trust 
1nd 

friendliness, as well as

creating a w'idespread corffnon view as to what were the facts. Where the

process turned out bad'ly, there is widespread suspicion that information

was being wìthheld.

Secondìy, two-way communjcation was important as a means of involving

the ìarger conrnun'ity. For the process to be a success, it was not
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sufficient for only those who have participated directly to have shared

in the process. The success of the program depends upon the acceptance

of the results by the larger conrnunity.

ASSD #3 built its committees up from the school to the ward to the

district level. After each meeting of the district conrnittee, the ward

reps returned to the ward committees and the school reps then returned

to their schools. In this manner all relevant information was disseminated

to all members of the interested public by someone they knew. A community

aþrareness of the process was created. SJSD #2 and FGSD #5 achieved the

same resuìts by slightly different methods. SVSD #6's program was run

s'lìghtìy djfferentty than the others. They traded upon an open door

policy and a good pubììc image to create as broad an impression as possib'le

In discussing the role of conununications both Bregha and Long stress

the importance of the mass media. However, the experience with school

reorganization indicates that face to face conrnunications is a superior

means of disseminating information, and particularly when the speaker is

known to the listener. Peop'le can get interested and will ìisten to

issues they might otherwise not be interested in when the speaker is known

to them.

This suggests several things. For example, mass media are probably

not the best way of reaching the larger public. This may place a size

limitation on the area that can be acconunodated in a program of public

participatìon. In order to exploit efficiently the method adopted by

ASSD #3 some limitation would have to be imposed on the number of ìayers

in the pyramid. Involving a ìarge number of schooìs without some
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effective means of disseminating information as happened in lrlSD #l and

SBSD #4 is a sure way to create trouble.

3. Leadership: The 0rientation of the Bureaucracy

Even in participatory processes which do not invoìve bureaucrats

directly, a hostile or uncooperative bureaucracy can create problems

since ultjmately, the resolution of issues identified by the citizens

must be dealt with by government agencies. In a process sponsored by the

government, the role of the bureaucracy takes on added importance.

In a school djvjsion, the ìega'l power and responsibil'ity for d'ivisjon

affairs resides wìth the trustees. However, because the board members are

usually emp'loyed eìsewhere, and because they usualìy lack the administra-

tive skjlls, much of the real por,Jer is the property of the superintendent's

office. The super controls program, budget, and the allocation of human

resources. Their expert opinion on educational matters carries great

weight with the board.

The relationships in the process to reorganize schoo'ls were com-

pìicated by the variety of interest groups involved in the process. These

are trustees, superintendents, teachers, principaìs, parents and non-parents.

These groups may be heterogeneous. The val ues of the fi rst four groups

are oriented towards the rational allocation of resources. The concerns

of the parents are supposed to be opposed to these.

Given this basic difference, some fairly dramatic shifts in values

can be expected to occur. Our categories suggest that the adminìstration

should take the initiative to bridge the gap in values. However, an

interesting prob'lem occurred in school reorganization. All involved
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parties complained that a large number of people who turn out at meetings

to deal with this problem are profess'ionals, and particuìarìy educational

professionals. In addìtion, there is a tendency among persons who attend

these meetings to select as members of review corrnittees persons who have

professiona'l and educational backgnounds.

These concerns have a strong emotionaì component. However, the

parents beliefs and values also have certain aspects in conrnon with

those of the board and administration. These shared beìiefs may include

the belief that program quality is better in ìarge schools, that financ'ing

is more efficient in ìarge schools, etc. They may also incìude beliefs

about the best way to solve probìems i.e. by using rational models,

rational methods, etc. However, because these shared beliefs do not

include or alìow for consideration of the more emotional parental concerns

for children and neighbourhood there is a danger that these concerns wilì

be left out during the process. I think that it is natural for people

to try and avoid points of conflict, and to estabìish relationships on

the basis of what they share or have in common. I think that it is also

natural for people who pìace great faith in rational methods to place a

reduced emphasis on matters which have a significant emotional basis.

However, if the process is to be genuine'ly participatory, if it is to

create a genuine consensus of beliefs and values among all partic'ipants,

including the ìeadership, special efforts must be made to deal with all

relevant beliefs and vaìues. In faiìing to do this' both the parents

and the admjnistration jeopardise the successful outcome of the process.

The important thing þras that the administration had to avoid being

perceived as hostile to the wishes of the involved conununity. This was
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extremely difficult, but in most cases was done successfully. The

exceptions took place in ASSD #3, SBSD #4, and twice in SJSD #2. In

these cases, either the process l{as structured in such a t{ay as to

threaten the parents, or it was clear to the parents that the adminis-

tration tvas proceeding with its own plans for reorganization.

At any rate, the administration usually tried to be non-threatening.

This was achieved in a number of ways, some of which have already been

discussed. One senior official believed that his own views and values

should not be allowed to intrude upon the process. He did not consider

himself to be a leader. A good relationship between the admÍnistration

and the conrnunity was helpfuì. Non-voting observer status on the review

committees helped to maintain a non-threatening posture. 0nce the

relationship was set on a positive basis, the onìy problem the admínis-

trat'ion had to deal with was the constant tendency of the citizens to

defer to the expertise and authority of the administration.

Issue orientation

A singìe issue situation such as this does not require discussion.

5. Barriers

Briefly, some of the maior barriers were:

a. lack of written policy establishing structure, procedure, and mandate

of the review conrnittee

b. lack of poìiticaì conunitment at the board level or in the admjnis-

tration to the review process.

c. a process structured in such a way that it appears to the parents

that they are being forced to make a decision acceptable to the board

4
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d. indications that the board and/or the administration ìs proceeding

with its own pìan to reorganize schools without consulting the pubìic

e. a process which forces one group of parents to confront another group

of parents

f. failure of board to accept or consider parents views

g. single issue participation has narro!'r appeaì within the ìarger

conmuni ty

h. tendency for peopìe to defer to authority figures

i. unreasonable resistance on the part of indjviduaìs to develop shared

goaìs and values.

In addition to the five areas discussed above, there are a number

of factors external to the process which affect the outcome. These are:

l. the financial sítuation of the division,2. the size of the division,

3. the nature of the conrnunity,4. the status of the various professional

groups.

1 & 2. The financiaì status and the size of the division

The financial status is determined partly by its tax base, and

partìy by its size. Support for small schools comes from the special

levy assessed by each division, since provinciaì support for these

schools wilì be reduced. The board and the super's office have an

intuition as to how rr.f, /n. speciaì levy can be raised without provoking

hostility on the part of taxpayers. This resistance can be provoked Ín

two ways. Firstìy, a certain absolute increase in the speciaì levy wi'lì

brìng about resistance. Secondìy, an increase which falls within the

absolute leveì may provoke objections from taxpayers who do not live in

the area adjacent to the school which is being supported by the additional
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levy. So a relativeìy smaìl school division will have an easier time

selling smaìì schools to its residents than wiìì a ìarger division. A

school division with a strong tax base will have an easier time supporting

smal I school s.

FGSD #5 is relatively smaìì and has a strong tax base. It is better

off relatively than the others. ASSD #3 and SVSD #6 compare favourabìy

with Fort Garry in terms of size but have a much weaker tax base. SJSD #2

has a very strong tax base, but is aìso very ìarge. l.lSD #l is huge and.

has a huge tax base. SBSD #4 is comparable in size to Fort Garry, but has

a weak tax base. These viewpoints are ìargeìy intuitive. They are

based on the responses of trustees jn the six div'isions. Naturalìy, the

other factor which affects these judgements is the decline in enrollments.

FGSD #5 believes that they can afford to support smalì schooìs, hire

better personneì, and sell these slightly higher than average expenditures

to thejr taxpayers because of the size and spirit of the division. SJSD

#2 can probabìy afford to do some of these things, but because of the

radical decline in enrollments, and because trustees don't believe that

they can sell the higher tax increases to taxpayers who live in areas

remote from small schools, small schools are closed. ASSD #3 is not

concerned about size, but they are concerned about taxes. They believe

that they haverun out of room to manouever. St. Vital ìs not concerned.

SBSD #4 is really feeling the pinch. They have a decline in enrollments

and a weak tax base.

The divisions with stable enrollments, small to medium size, and an

adequate tax base aìso happen to be those divisions which have relatively
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good relations with their parents. It appears as if the wealthier

divjsions have a better track record in terms of participation, although,

a poorìy structured process will create probìems anywhere.

3. The nature of the conrmunitY

In the wea'lthier and newer areas of the city, ethnic and cultural

factors appear to be ìess important than economic factors in community

life. So, jf weaìth is an indicator in most of the processes I have

consjdered, the conrnunity is relatively homogeneous. Education levels

are also significant in these communities since they have a high

concentration of professionaì people.

In the older areas of blinnipeg, there are a higher percentage of

ethnic groupings. The onìy situation in whjch this difference became

apparent was in St. Boniface. Some persons argue that long standing

ethnic tensions in SBSD #4 prevented the development of an order'ly

process. Qthers argue that a well run process could have smoothed over

these tensions rather than exacerbating them. l,lhatever the truth in

this matter, the situation in SBSD #4 has polarised along ethnic lines.

4. The status of the professiona'l groups

Another factor'which affects the outcome of the process is the

relationship between the divisions and their professìonal staff. Teachers

and principals stand to lose a great deaì in these processes. If schools

are closed jobs may be lost. If smaìl schools are supported, teachers

may be asked to teach spìit grades, double classes, extra subiects' or

to perform other extra duties. Despite this potential confìict, everyone

agreed that the co-operation of teachers and principals was essential to
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the success of the process. In order to stabilize the role that these

groups pìay it is important that their special interests by resolved

outside the process. If members of these groups feìt that their

interests were threatened by the process, they might attempt to protect

themselves during the Process.

Relations in FGSD #5, SVSD #6, and ASSD #3 are excelìent. They are

strained in SJSD #2. In SBSD #4 there are obvious factions within the

professional groups. In tlSD #ì, the situation is neither here nor there.

Aga'in, the bottom line appears to be money. Divisions whose financiaì

situation is secure have a history of trouble free collective bargaining

to fall back on. Their relations with their staff are excellent. Divisions

who have felt the pinch have had bargaining problems. Their re'lations

with their staff are less than good.

Concl usion

The importance generated from public partic'ipation in schooì

reorganization adds to the perspective on public participation in the

following ways:

l. Education

The importance of deve'loping a conÍnon viewpoint is stressed. Failure

to do this creates hostility. However, mutual learning did not take

place. Trustees didn't think that they had learned very much. Parents

learned to appreciate the difficulties faced by members of the board and

the super's office. Thjs confirms the tendency of the government to

expìoit the process.
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However, it is exploitation of a funny sort. The boards were open

in their refusal to surrender power. This was understood from the outset

and did not in itself pose a probìem. However, jt is essential that all

values and beìiefs relevant to the issue be shared, including those which

create conflict. It is through working out the conflicts that the process

transforms the participants. In the cases under consideration, the

parents shared certain beliefs wjth the administration' or they allowed

themselves to be convinced that certain of the beliefs held collectively

by the group were more important than others. Because of this, some of

the beliefs and values he]d by the parents were'ignored, dismissed, or

were not dealt with adequateìy during the process. Because these beljefs

were not dealt w'ith, the feelings of commitment, of bonding, and of

mutual learning vrere not developed to the maximum. This failure seems

to be one of ignorance rather than of negìigence or malice. To the

extent that information, beliefs, and va]ues were shared, bonding and

group i denti f i cati on took p'lace .

The role of territorial considerations introduced by Long was a

prominent factor in successfuì processes. However, the role played was

to allay fear and susp'icion rather than to promote growth and development.

2. Two-way communication

The importance of face to face conrnunications was stressed as the

best way to create a conrnunity wide viewpoint on the issue. However, if

face to face communications makes things better when the process is open

and friândly, it makes things worse when relations are bad. The attitudes

of the communjcants are important.
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Again, the territorial factor played a role. If effective face to

face communications are to take place, the size of the involved area ntust

be reduced, or the time alìowed for the process has to be extended.

Communication via mass media was found to be less effective than direct

cormuni cati on.

3. Leadership

Non-hostile, non-confrontational leadership was essentìal. Even the

most trustworthy and dêmocratic of administrators vrere viewed with suspicion

and host'ility by parents. When steps were not taken to overcome this

hostjlity, trouble ensued. Again, the role pìayed by the adm'inistration

was not so much to promote growth and deve'lopment as it was to avoid

procedura'l hang ups and outbreaks of hostility. This role is consistent

with the objectives of the various boards whjch were largeìy to avoid

confrontation rather than to promote participatory democracy.

4. Issue 0rientation

Single jssue participation attracts only those persons who perceive

themselves as being directly affected by school reorganization. Because

schools have a relatively narrow role in community life, the people who

turned out represented a fairìy narrow spectrum of society.

5. Barriers

All of the fears expressed by Bregha and others about the probìems

which can occur in government/cormunity relations were iustified in some

measure. However, a carefully crafted approach designed to avoid these

probìems can be successful. The onus is definiteìy on the board.
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At this point, there are a coupìe of things that I need to work out'

My initial position was that human bejngs possessed an innate potential

for growth and development. This growth and development is recognizable

on the one hand as a growth of crit'ical consciousness, and on the other

hand as personaì, social, and technical skills by wh'ich groups and

individuals can meet their own and others basic needs. opposed to this

potentiaì for growth and development is an entrenched narrowness of self

interest which resists and destroys growth and development'

The focal point of this resistance'is power. Power is held by most

of my sources to be of centraì importance for partic'ipation' especia'lìy

when the poor are involyed. Power makes peopìe feel good about them-

selves. Power is the abiìity to meet basic needs' Social or political

po!^ler derives ultimateìy from groups who expìoit their individual abilities

coìlectiveìy to appropriate economic goods and services for the benefit

of those who are pìugged into the group. so aìthough pot{er and self

esteem needs are third in Masìow's hierarchy, the satisfaction of this

need is intimately related to the abitity to meet a'll needs'

Onegroupofpeoplewiltobjecttopowerbeinggrantedtoanother

group of people when they percejve that transfer of power to be a threat

to their power, and especialìy if that transfer of power affects them

'in a way which will reduce their ability to meet more basic needs' In

our society, meeting needs and especialìy meeting needs for power and

self esteem is comPetitive.

There are two aspects to meeting a need if the foregoing is valid'

Firsily, a person/group who lack the requisite skiìls or connections to
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meet needs will have to develop these skills. Secondìy, a person/group

who aìready has the skills will have to exercise them. Meeting needs is

an ongoing proposition. Meeting needs reinforces peopìes' sense of power

and self esteem.

Having said this the pecuìiarities of the process to reorganìze

schools are less troublesome. Most of the process that took pìace occurred

i n mi ddl e cl ass areas. Peop'le' s needs are genera'l ìy weì I met. They have

the skills to meet these needs. Participation is a means of meeting needs

'in th'is case, not a means of deveìoping skills to meet needs. Deveìop-

ment goals will have fittle relevance in situatjons of this sort. Power

will have a lot of relevance.

People will perceive school closure as a threat to their well-being.

Schools project an image into a neighbourhood. This image affects the

way in which the people who live in the neighbourhood see themselves.

People wilì fight to improve their neighbourhood school because it affects

their self esteem. They will fight to keep their school from closing

because this will reduce their seìf esteem.

The feeling of being threatened expìains the high levels of suspicion

with whjch people approach the process to reorganize schools. The arnount

of anger and bitterness which occur during the process is inversely

re'lated to the degree to which peopìe perceive themselves as having been

successful i.e. their power was confirmed. The apparent jssues of

technical values and of neighbourhood concerns are never verified. The

al'leged savings have not been shown to occur. The alleged damage to

chjldren and property has not been shown to occur. The real issue is
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power. The objective of the process is to avoid angry confrontation.

The success of the process is dependent upon severaì factors. However

the ultimate difference between a good process and a bad one depends

upon the wiìlingness of the board to go a'long with the wishes of the

parents. The difference between the bad experiences in SBSD #4 and ASSD

#3 is one of size rather than of kind. The bottom line was money.

So in processes of this kind, process goaìs are irreìevant. A

significant degree of agreement on values aìready existed. Most indivi-

duals believed in the rational allocation of resources given the current

fiscal situation. The dominant but unproven perception that closing

schools will save money was pervasive.

To sum up, the experience in school reorganization shows the relevance

of the four characteristics, the relevance of Bregha's hierarchy, and the

importance of power in certain types of situations. It also confirms the

barriers that human nature places in the path of participatìon, and the

importance of dealing with these barriers if the process is to succeed.

It does not confirm the importance of process goaìs in participation

because in most cases, the people who participate have aìready deve'loped

the skills needed to meet basic needs. If some portion of the affected

conununities lacked these basic skills they either did not participate,

or they weren't elected to the review committees.
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CHAPTER SIX

PARTICIPATION: }rlHAT IS THE BEST STRATEGY?

In this chapter, I want to tie up a number of loose ends that have

arisen because of the discussion of the case studies. The conflict

between the participatory theories and the representative theories has

been shown to represent two conflicting sides of human nature. A skill-
fuììy run process can survive and flourish in spite of this potentiaì

conflict. However, there are three questions raised by the case studies

which need to be answered. These are: l. Is government sponsored

participation to be favoured over conununity based participation? 2. Is

confrontation to be favoured over non-confrontation? 3. Is the real

role of participation to assert and to gain power?

In order to answer these questions properìy I must first address

another problem. Initially, participation was characterised as the attempt

by citizens to infìuence those who have the power to make decisions. Most

of the resources that I consulted to prepare the third chapter focus on

political power as the only relevant issue in participation. The case

studies exhibit a preoccupation with po'litical power. Is the onìy meaning-

ful sense of the term "participation" the sense in which citizens try to
influence politicians? if this is the case, what happens to those citizens

who lack the personal and social skiìls that are necessary to exert

po'liticaì power? There must be a sense of "power" and "poìitical" which

does not incìude necessarily governments and bureaucracies.

As part of my study of schooì reorganization, I tried to study

partic'ipation in inner city schools. I was told by persons who are
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involved in school reorganization that lower class or working cìass

people do not express the same sort of interest in school related matters

as middle class peopìe. lllsD #t and SJSD #2 have both closed schools in

low income areas with ìittle opposition. I hoped that if there was a

different styìe of participation to be found in l,linnipeg, it would be

found in the ínner city.

The information in the folìowing discussion is drawn from a number

of sources. One important source is the bibìiographical material

numbered ll, .l3, 14, 16, .l7,21 ,22,23,26,27,30, 3ì, 34,42,43, and

44. Another important source is personal interviews. I interviewed a

number of knowledgeable persons. I have not quoted or made reference to

these persons for two reasons. Firstly, I want to respect their privacy.

The interviet{s were confidential. Secondly, the views I have presented

in what follows is a synthesis of viewpoints drawn from both the literature

and the interviews. The credit for the information which is of value

beìongs rightly to my sources not to me. However, I must accept respon-

sibility for any distortions or inaccuracies which may have occurred due

to my attempt at synthesis.

Participation and Inner City Schooìs

In earìier chapters I claimed that income and education are directìy

related to the gratification of basic needs and to the wiììingness and

ability of people to get involved. Aìthough persons from low income

areas are ìess ìikely to get involved, they have more to gain from

participation, since through participation certain basic needs can be

met, and skiìls can be acquired which will assist peopìe to meet basic

needs.
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tlinnipeg is sometimes referred to as a donut city. It consists of

a ring of relativeìy affluent suburbs, and a core area marked physicaì]y

by decayed buildings and services, and sociaìly by a high proportion of

people who have special needs. Relative to the suburbs, the inner city

has a high percentage of peopìe who are considered to be d'isadvantaged.

tlhatever the overall nature and causes of the problems that inner city

residents have, they are frequently accompaníed by low income. The demo-

graphic characteristics of this area are readily availabìe in a varìety

of documents pub'lished by Stats Canada, Institute of Urban Studies, and

Social Planning Council of l^linnipeg. For my purposes it is sufficient to

point out that among those persons described as having low incomes are a

disproportionate number of older peopìe, disabled people, single parents'

and native people and other.minority groups. The proþlems of native peopìe

are of partìcuìar concern since the indicators of social difficu'lty for

native people are the highest for any group.

The tri-leveì project known as the Core Area Initiative (CAI) was

formed initially to deal with these probìems and particularly with the

problems of native people. Since its inception, the CAI has wandered

from its original goals. In addition, Greater l,linnipeg Deveìopment Pìan

(Plan ¡4innipeg) has as one of its maior poìicies, the revitalization of

oìder neighbourhoods. Most of these older areas fall within the boundaries

of the CAI as these were defined in the Social Planning Council's document

An Analysis of Social Problems Needs and Trends for l,linnipeq.t

It is general'ly acknowìedged that schooìs pìay a vital roìe in the

life of a nejghbourhood. Schools are both a shaper and a mirror of

neighbourhood values. They provide pubìic space both inside and outside
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the schooì. For historicaì reasons, the inner city is short on public

space, especialìy green space. It is odd that neither the CAI nor Plan

l.linnipeg make any mention of a resource as important as schools in their

plans to revitaìize the inner city.

Since schools in the inner city are acknowledged as being an

important resource, and since the term "revitalization" almost by defini-

tion must'include people when it is being applied to urban neighbourhoods,

it seems to me that schools are an obvious p'lace both to check the vitaìity
of a neighbourhood, and to begin a program of revitalizing a neighbourhood.

For these reasons, I wanted to check participation in inner city schooìs.

To a certain extent, my investigation was hampered by the non-co-operation

of WSD #.l. The material used in this section was gleaned ìargely from

conversations with peop'le who worked in the area.

Inner City Schools

Inner city schools are marked by a number of distinguishing

characteristics. Achievement levels are lower, incidence of health

related problems is higher, truancy and drop out rates are higher, etc.,

relative to other parts of the city. A variety of causes can be cited

to account for these problems.

tlSD #l has completed a number of studies which document the school

related probìems of the inner city. (2A; Zl) Factors which affect

school performance include education level of the parents, marital status

of the parents, employment status of the parents, and the mobility of

the parents.
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Relative to the rest of the city, the lnner city has low levels of
l'z-3

parentil education, a high proportig of sing'le parents, high levels of
l,h

unemployment, and high rates of mo'Ui'lity among parents. These factors

influence performance in a number of ways. A parent with a low level of

education may not perceíve schools as being important to his chiìd's weìl

being. l.lithout parental interest and support, a child may ìose interest

in school. The child's performance and attendance will suffer. The child

may drop out of school without compìeting high schooì.

Parents who have low levels of educatjon are more likely to be

unemp'loyed. This puts a lot of stress on the famiìy. In addÍtion,

unemployed families tend to mole iiequentìy. The quality of housing in

the inner city varÍes widely from neighbourhood to neighbourhood, and

within neighbourhoods. Families who are unempìoyed may move frequently

in search of decent but cheap acconrnodation. Frequent moves increase

truancy which in turn will affect performance. One source estimates

that there are more than 2,000 children between the ages of nine and

thirteen who never attend school. Sínce the education level of the

parents has a direct relationship to both the performance leveì of the

children and to the employment level of the parents, the situation I

have just described can become viciousìy self reinforcing.

One way to break through this cycle is to gain the support of the

parents throu chool conrnunity outrgjtjlograms. Attempts to reach

the parents through these programs are hampered by a number of factors:

l. Educational ìevel of the parents

Parents with low levels of educatÍon don't perceive themselves as

fitting into the school system. This problem can be exacerbated if the
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school is staffed by people who don't understand the needs of the

community or who reflect values which are inconsistent with the values

of the conmunity. It is important for professional resource peopìe to

have what Long calls an affinity with the cornmunity.

2. Language barriers

Frequently people living in the inner city speak a'language other

than Engìish. Their children speak Engìish fluently, but often the parents

speak little Engìish. Because English is the language spoken in most of

the schools, parents who do not.speak English may have trouble relating

to the school in a positive way. Because of this, they may not express

needed interest and support for their children's school activities.

3. Mistrust of government agencies

Families who have a great deal of contact with the government service

agencies are often suspicious of the motives of outreach workers. Many

bureaucratic soc'ial service agencies have an adversary relationship with

their clients and with other agencies. This negative relationship pro-

vokes mistrust and hostiìity among the parents which is then transferred

to the school system and its representatives.

Almost alì government activity which takes place in the inner city

has some effect on low income families. The influence of social service

agencies is obvious. Less obvious are the effects caused by hous'ing

programs for example, or by regu'lations which affect housing. City

buiìding code standards may result in the boarding up of, or demolition

of affordable low income housing, forcjng families to move. Similarìy,

construction by MHRC may attract famiì'ies to an area. (26) Activities
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have an effect on residential mobility, school attendance, and school

performance.

Community School s

Many persons living on low incomes are deprived of basic needs. In

addjtion to the social barriers such as bureaucratic harassment, lack of

jobs, discrimination, etc., which provide additional obstacles to human

deveìopment, ìong term deprivation of basic needs may aìso produce ingrained

personal barriers. These barriers may inhibit personal growth and deveìop-

ment even when opportunities are available. These barriers may take the

form of alcoholism, depression, lack of self esteem, feeìings of power-

lessness, etc. which are usually lumped under the heading of alienation

and apathy.

It should not be assumed that problems of this sort are the

exclusive property of the poor. Anyone who is out of work or is subiect

to some form of intense stress may be subject to difficulties of this

sort. The inability to support oneseìf can be devestating to self

esteem. However, long term inabiìity to support oneself can entrench

these prob'lems. This would be especia'l'ly true if the individual is the

object of raciaì discrimination or other social stigmata.

One strategy which is aimed at helping people meet their basic needs

through personaì and social development is the con¡nunity schools program.

A conrnunity schools program involves school facilities and personneì in

school/community outreach and conrnunity development. A school should

mjrror or refìect the ljfe and values of the conrnunity in which it is

located. The daily activity of the community becomes the curriculum of
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the school. The schooì pìant provides a physical location for the

education of the conrnunity to take place. This is consistent with

Freire's belief that for an individual to grow and learn, the individual

must learn about himself as an individual, and as a member of his

conrnunity. The schooì program must be sensitive to the needs and values

of the community. As the community grows and changes, so must the

orientat'ion of the schools. In order for this to happen, the involvement

of the conrnunity is essential.. At this point, the theory of conrnunity

schools and of community deveìopment becomes indistinguishab'le from the

theory of participatory democracy.

Conmunity Education in the Inner City

In 1979, l.lSD #l adopted a poìicy on community schooìs. The division

has been sìow to implement the policy, especiaìly those aspects which

wouìd increase use of the school for activities which would not be direct'ly

control'led by sc.hool staff .

Both l^lSD #l and the provincial government have acknowledged the

speciaì needs of the inner city schools. Grants have been made avaílable

which are earmarked for expenditure in inner city schools. A wide variety

of programs and assistance are available to schools which meet inner city

criteria. (27) These include breakfast and lunch programs, daycare and

seniors programs, volunteer programs, social needs programs. In keeping

with the policy on comrnunity schools, these programs are voluntary on

the part of the schools and the community. The programs are subject to

normal budget review. aX
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There is also an organization known as the Community Education

Development Agency (CeOn¡. CEDA trains and supervises conununity deveìop-

ment workers to work in inner city schooìs. Funding is obtained partìy

from private sources, and partìy from pubìic sources. CEDA attempts to

organize the cormunity through the neighbourhood school. CEDA becomes

invoìved in a wide range of issues which are of interest to the corrnunity

such as anti-sniff programs, voìunteer programs, and poìiticaì activism.

(22)

CEDA workers perceive themselves as co-ordinators of and facilitators

of conrnunity activities. They try to heìp people meet their needs. Part

of CEDA's job is to improve ìevels of participation in schools. Partici-

pation can occur without the direct involvement of the government, and

without threatening the power base of the government. The argument that

some people mount, that a community school is not a corrnunity schooì

unless the program is controlìed by the peopìe is not valid. In the same

way it is false to claim that unless a program of part'icipation results

in citizen control, it is not genuine participation. Like participation,

a con¡nunÍty school is an attitude and an attempt to meet peopìe's needs,

not an institutional arrangement.

'The role of a CEDA worker is defined in terms of fostering a

conmunjty identity and spirit usinq _tfe school as a cormunity resource.

CEDA's efforts meet two basic kinds of resistance. Successful conmunity

development using community schools r9qtlirgs a high leveì of corunitment

from principals and teachers. Teachers who do not live in the area or

do not identify with the needs of the conmunity can obstruct the efforts

of the development workers. Students and parents are naturaìly suspicious
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of persons who do not respect their values and cuìture. Some inner city

schools have a hiring conrnittee made up of existing staff and members of

the conmunity. Prospective teachers are made aware of the speciaì needs

of the conrnunity and of the special demands that these needs may place on

the staff.

The first barrier is equiva'lent to the barrier to participation which

is posed by the attitudes of the government. The second barrier occurs

in the community itseìf. The inner city is a catchment area for immigrant

famjlies of NatÍve, South American, Portuguese and Filipino origin to

name a few. Aìthough efforts are being made to meet the needs of these

peop'le in a way which respects their ìanguage and culture, many people

claim that not enough is being done. These ìinguistic and cuìtural

barriers create natural divisions in the corrnunity which must be dealt

with if programs of conmunity development are to succeed.

, Because of these barriers it is unìikeìy that a program of partici-

pation such as the ones conducted in the suburbs would work in the inner

city. Because of the institutional barriers, and because of poverty,

inner city schools do not have the interest and support of the parents

to the same degree that suburban schools do. School program in the inner

city does not reflect accurate'ly the needs and values of the peopìe who

live in the inner city. People living in the inner city are ìikeìy to

be less assertive, and less abìe to organize because they lack basic sk'ilìs
*-"'t\t 

and basþ-needs. However, these same peop le wilì respond and participate

in matters which meet their needs. Participation can take place without

direct government involvement. The program of participation must be

organized around issues which interest the peopìe, which meet their basic

needs, and which deveìop skills to meet basic needs.
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This type of participation is not built around politicaì power, nor

is its basic motivation to influence government. It tries to help people

grow and deveìop. Confrontation with the government is not avoided. It
takes pìace as the need arises, and as a tactic of participation rather

than as a styìe.

The Answers to the Three Questíons

I can now attempt to answer the three questions that were asked

during the introduction to this chapter.

l. Is government sponsored participation to be favoured over community

based participation?

a. Government sponsored: pro

The big advantage in dealing directly with the government is the

fact that they are the government. They have financial and human resources

available. They have the power to delay the impìementation of plans

until consultation has been completed. They have the power to enforce

the outcome of any consultation

b. Government sponsored: con

There are a number of problems that are associated with government

sponsored participation. These problems stem from the fact that govern-

ments are an interest group in their own right. They have interests

that are distìnct from and may conflict wìth the interests of citizens.

Government interests may also be fragmented by conflicts within the

burea ucracy.
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Ulterior motives are one problem that affects the relationship

between the government and the public. Governments will be interested

in gaining pubìic acceptance and support for their programs. They wi'll

want to influence as many people as possìble in as short a time as

possibìe. Accordingly, they wiìl resist more complex forms of partici-

pation whenever possible. They wi'lì not make concerted efforts to

involve the larger pubìic since the greater the number involved, the

greater the likelihood that time consuming conflicts will arise. These

tendencies minimize the likelihood that developmentaì benefits wiìì

occur. The public's expectations may be frustrated.

A second probìem that occurs is that the program of participation

may be run in a manner which does not attract the interest of the public,

or which does not meet their needs. In other words, a program of

part'icipation may suffer from the same problems as other government

programs. It will be structured to meet the needs of those offering the

program before it will meet the needs of those it purports to serve.

c. Conmunity sponsored: pro

Neighbourhood sponsored participation can take an interest in

meeting the needs and respecting the values of the affected community.

l,lithout the limitation of a pìanning agenda or timetable, they can

afford to be concerned about the growth and development of the peopìe

involved in the process.

d. Cornmuni ty sponsored: con

If the object of the conrnunity sponsored process is to exert overall

poìitical pressure on the government, then a number of problems may
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arise. The process may be out of touch with those in power, so that the

issue may not be resolved satisfactorily. Alternatively, because of

urgency to put pressure on the government process goals may be ignored.

Also, the government may attempt to enter into an exploitive relationship

with the peop'le. Any of these developments would be destructive of a

program of participation.

In some cases the prob'lems can be attributed to a negative approach

on the part of the government. In other cases the problems originate in

the neighbourhood itself. Alienation and division within the affected

community can provide problems as difficuit to surmount as those which

are created by an indifferent approach on the part of the government.

The problems which arise in the neighbourhood can be mitigated by

adopting a strategy which emphasizes community development. The aims

and effects of a process of this type are at levels more basic than that

of overt po'litical action. The skills which are developed during the

cormunity deveìopment program can be used in the event that poìitical

action is needed.

2. Is Confrontation more desirabìe than non-confrontation?

a. Confrontation: pro

Confrontation can be used as a tactic or styìe of participation.

It enables people to assert the poìiticaì power inherent in their

organizatjon in a direct way. Its motivating energy relies ma'inìy on

feelings of being threatened and of territorial anger. It is often the

onìy course of action which is available to citizens'groups who wouìd

otherwjse be excluded from the decision making process.
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b. Confrontation: con

Confrontation may turn some people off, and it may turn the govern-

ment off. A small minority of peopìe can use the agression inherent in

a confrontational sty'le to impose their wishes on a larger but less

vocal majority.

c. Non-confrontation: pro

Non-confrontation is a peacefuì way of promoting growth and deveìop-

ment in the community in a way which can meet the diverse needs of

communjty groups without threatening others.

d. Non-confrontation: con

Occasionally, the onìy way to protect the interests of the community

may be thnough confrontation. Government represents a group of vested

interests. Governments are experts at stalting and ignoring dissatìsfied

citizens. Confrontations may be the onìy way to deter them from pursuing

their desired course of action.

3. Is the reaì role of participation to assert and to gain power?

Much of my anaìysis in the preceding chapters has focused on the

question of po$,er. Initially, power was construed to mean the ability to
get what is desired through political means. However, there are many

things that are desirable which do not require political action to attain.

Acquiring the fruits of these desires requìres a kind of power too.

However, this is a more basic notion of power. This power is the power

to meet basic needs. It consists of those personal and social skills

which assist the gratification of basic needs. The acquisition of these

skills is equivalent to growth and development through participation.
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In this senser powêF is both an inner attríbute, and an outward capacity

to do certain things.

Having said this, it is apparent that when we talk about giving

power to the people, it should not be equated with change in the govern-

ment, or in the instítutÍonal arrangements of government. The system of

government that is attacked by the partícipatory theorists is the system

of representative government as described by Schumpeter. Yet even

Keating's and Cole's functional system is representative. What these

gentlemen are really after is a system of government which meets the needs

of the peop'le, especiaìly the disadvantaged.

Part of the need whÍch must be met is the need to be invoìved,

because of the beneficial effect involvement has on people. In order for

this to happen, the biggest change that would have to take place would

be a change of attitude. Thjs change would have to occur not on'ly on

the part of the government, but also on the part of those individuals and

groups who share'the values of the government, and who benefit because

they share those values. Obviously this change isn't taking pìace. This

means that if the change Ís to take place, those people who are denied a

share of this society's abundant material goods are going to have to stand

up and take their share without beíng invited.

So, the real prob'lem is not so much with the system, as it is with

the peopìe who keep the system going. Any system could meet peopìe's

basic needs in an equitabìe manner if those in control are disposed to

do so. However, even if peopìe's basic needs are met, it doesn't follow

that there will be no problems. The difficulties that arose during the
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reorganization of schools in relativeìy affluent parts of l'linnipeg

attest to this. The desire on the part of the parents to control the

process of reorganization is offset by the values that they share with

school administrators, and by the fact that the parents have surrendered

their authority in the area of public education so that they could pursue

their own interests elsewhere. In this case their choice worked against

their desires. They could not assert control in the absenðe of the

responsibi'lity that they gave to the trustees and the administration.

However, these people were not deprived ofverymuch by the fact that

they were denied control. In most areas of thejr lives they are affluent,

well developed peopìe.

The anger and confusion that are so apparent in the case of school

reorganization do not arise primarily because of malice or ulterior

motives on the part of those involved. They arise because of the

limjtations that peopìe's values and beìiefs place on their ability to

co-operate with one another. However, if these problems are apparent

in areas where basic nèe¿s are well met, and where the participants have

similar backgrounds and values, what will happen when the public involved

are predominantìy working class, and whose values reflect ethnic, and

cultural influences which may be incompatible with professionaì values?

I think that a very different approach would be necessary.

The point to remember is that we are talking about a process of

human development. Both the representative and participatory theories

accept the proposition that we learn to behave from interacting within

social institutions. The ìearning referred to in this case is "know

how" not "know that". Any socjal institution is an educational
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institution whether or not it has a formaì curriculum. The curricuì

of "know how" education consists of learning by triaì and error what are

the attítudes and behaviour appropriate to given sociaì roles and

situations. These are skills which can be useful in meeting basic needs.

The "schools" in which these ìessons are taught are the home, the work-

place, the church, the p'layground, the supermarket, etc.

Protagoras and Socrates had an argument about this curriculum and M*
the skill or abi'lity which it imparts. The ability is called "ciVic

virtue". It is that ability which allows human beings to take part fuìly

in the conduct of their lives and in the lives of their communities. The

diaìogue touches upon two points which are worth mentioning. First, all

people are born with a natural aptitude for civic virtue, but some people

are more gifted than others. Second, the proper exercise of that virtue

has to be learned or deve'loped. This is important because the assumption

that is often made when efforts to stimulate participation fail is that

there is a ìack of interest in the community. This may be true. However,

it may also be true that the community ìacks the knowledge. They don't

participate because they don't know how.

From this point of view, the task of participation is to teach peopìe

how to participate by exploiting their natural aptitude. This teaching

is affected by approaching peopìe at their level of need according to

their interests. It becomes a virtual tautology to say that a person

who lacks the ability to participate is a person whose basic needs have

not been met. Learning to participate means learning to meet basic needs.

4r
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In this sense, participatíon is a much broader concept than the

sense of participation which incìudes on'ly overt political activity. It
is possible for partÍcipation to be an ongoing activity within the

cormunity and onìy peripheraì'ly to involve the government. However, while

participation need not inevitably involve the government, in some cases,

this involvement may be desirabìe. As ìong as those involved are aware

of the limitations of both conrnuníty and government, the prob'lems can be

minimized.

Concl usion

Each of the three questions can be answered "yes" or "r¡o" depending

on the context within which the quest'ion is being asked. In the case of

government sponsored versus community based participation, I think that

it is clear that governments could be open and wiìling to enter into

negotiations with the peop'le in the manner set out by Bregha. However,

it is obvious that as ìong as government interests do not extend to

meeting the needs of the affected community, conflicts and clashes will

occur. Governments are composed of people who have personal needs and

interests. These will naturally come into conflict with the needs and

interests of others. Since the government cannot be relied upon to meet

the needs of persons whose values differ from those of the government,

corûnunity groups who are directìy involved with governments should be

teady to part company with and oppose the government if the need arises.

Because of the government tendency to co-opt and abuse the partici-

patory process, it is especialìy important for cormunity development

work to take pìace at some distance from government agencies.
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In the case of confrontation, I think it is usefuì as a tactic, but

not as a styìe. This is a personaì preference. It can be useful in

situations where governments are unwilìing to consider the interests of

its citizens. However, it can aìso be used by a vocal minority to impose

their views on the majority. In addition, it is a tactic which can be

used onìy by those who already possess the individual and group skills

necessary to organize and participate. It is not a tool of community

devel opment.

In the case of power, power and self esteem are deveìoped through

the meeting of basic needs. This sense of power is more basic than that

of overt po'litical power. Political power is one natural expression

of this more basic power. This basic power grows in peopìe as a result

of their ability to meet basic needs. It is in this sense that the

focus of participation is power.
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CHAPTTR SEVEN

CONCLUS I ON

I suspect that in the conclusion to a thesis it is appropriate to

address and celebrate briefìy the triumphs of the work. However, the

materiaì in this thesis which is candidate for inclusion in a conclusion

of this sort is somewhat lengthy. At the very least, its presentation

would be a repetition of the material from chapter three which would

include both the four point analytica'l perspective and Bregha's hierarchy.

In addition, it would have to include any additions to and modifications

of these sections necessitated by the information in the case studies as

well as some mention of the relevance of power to participation. If it
is important to go over this material again, it can be reviewed more

effective'ly on location, in the aforementioned sections. In pìace of

this lengthy review, I want to focus on a subject of some importance

which I have touched upon only tangentiaìly. I want to consider the

re]evance of this thesis for planners and particuìarly for planning

students. 0bviously, those sections of the thesis which deat with

bureaucrats, leadership, and professionaì resources are pertinent to

this point, but I want to consider its relevance for the planner more

cì ose'ly.

Initiaì'ly, I became interested in participation whiìe in attendance

at the Logan expropriation hearings. I was puzzled by the residents'

apparent lack of interest in the expropriation of their homes. As a

product of my research, I have been able to provide an answer to this

puzzìe. I have decided that the answer is that they couldn't or they
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didn't know how, or they were afraid to. Participation means that people

have some contro'l over the day to day reality of their lives. The having

of this control is something that is ìearned. Confidence to participate

comes with successful day to day practice of this control. people who

haven't learned how to participate, or who have been prevented from

participating for whatever reason won't be able to attend public hearings.

This answer may not be true in any absolute sense, but at the moment

it is the best I can do. It is an answer with some practical value,

since impìicit in it is some idea of what objective must be aimed at in
order to alter the situation from the residents' point of view. l.lhat

puzzles me now is why doesn't the planning staff of the City of t.linnipeg

know this? I assume that in the answer to this question lies the

relevance of this thesis for the student of city planning.

Throughout this thesis I have taken some trouble to acknowledge that

side of human nature that is described as narrow and self interested.

There are actually two aspects to this characteristÍc. The first aspect

consists of the negative attitudes, prejudices, grudges, fears, and

anxieties which most of us experience in some measure. In extreme cases,

these attitudes can be incapacitating. At the best of tímes they create

barriers which will obstruct the attempts of groups and individuals to

i nteract.

The second element of narrow seìf interest is pride, or self

esteem, or the power drive. Frequentìy people who are strong'ly motivated

to participate are hindered from doing so by their own ability to
co-operate with others. Our cultural values are oriented strongly
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toward individual achievement and reward. People who perceive themseìves

as knowledgeable and successful frequent'ly have difficulty in recognizing

the merit of any idea or proposaì which is not their own. This happens

because they equate their personal success and self esteem with their

own dominance in competition. They are motivated to participate through

a desire to reassert their own superiority. Horæver, group action requires

a sacrifice of individual dominance if it is to succeed.

Frequently, one person wiìl dominate a group and the group will

reflect that person's personaìity. Just as frequently, the group wiìì

get bogged down in a protracted pov,rer struggìe and accompìish nothing.

Group involvement is an indivìdual skill that is not highly prized or

highìy developed in our culture. Much of what is called working weìl in

groups is realìy just knuckling under to some authority figure.

Professional peopìe are especialìy liable to be ego bound in this

manner. The entire mythos of professional life is that of individual

achievement and superiority proven in competition. Persons whose vaìues

and attitudes are dedicated soleìy toward promoting their oþrn prestige

and well being, possibìy at the expense of others, have a difficult
time working with others on an equitabìe basis, especially if they view

their fel'low participants as weak, stupid, and lazy, etc.

The type of person that I have been describing acquires respect for

other peopìe grudgingìy and s'lowly. I know of the board of a neighbourhood

group who have been meeting twice a month for almost a year and who have

yet to accompìish anything outside the board room. This group consists

most'ly of .'lawyers, businessmen and senior civil servants. Most of their
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meetings are spent fighting for power. There is an aphorism which goes:

a conrnittee is twelve men doing the work of one. In certain instances

this could be amended to read: a committee is tweìve men doing the work

of none.

The prob'lems that egotistic professionals may have working co-opera-

tiveìy with each other are on'ly exacerbated when the group includes non-

professionals. A professional can have respect for another professiona'l's

competence and yield however grudgingly to that competence. However,

professionals are used to being treated with deference by non-professionals

They regard non-professionals as lay persons or latter day peasants.

Such persons are to be guided, directed, and advised, but they are not

to be consulted about matters beyond their limited understanding.

Professionals of this ilk will resent great'ly any ìimitation of their

power over matters of professional concern, especial'ly when that limita-

tion involves having to consult with or seek the approval of non-profes-

sional s.

The professionals I have been describing in this section are stereo-

types. The quaìities that have been ascribed to them are applicabìe to

a ìarge number of persons in our society, not just to professional peopìe,

and certainly not iust to city planners. These stergotypes a_r:e indj_cative

of the behaviour which is encouraged by certain of our cultural vaìues

and beliefs, and appìy to a wide variety of peopìe. However, city
pìanners do consider themselves to be professionals. As such, pìanners

are likeìy to exhibit the kinds of values and persona'lities that I have

iust described. These values and attitudes are foreign to participatory

values. Peop'le who have these values and attitudes will have a great



deal of difficulty accepting or understanding participatory values and

processes. It is likeìy that they won't even be interested.

Since a city planner is ìiable to have values and attitudes which

stress individual achievement, competitive superiority, and personaì

satisfaction, why should they be interested in partÍcipation or in
participatory values? There are I think two reasons.

Many of the sources that were consulted in preparing this thesis

point out that poìitical participation is on the increase. This increase

is evident in Winnipeg. P'lanners are concerned with land use and land

development. It is clear that a further period of protracted suburban

growth is unlikeìy. This means that much of future land development wiìl
consist of development of parce'ls of land which are already being used.

If ploughing under cow pasture doesn't affect directìy the interest of

concerned citizens, pìoughing down the house next door to make way for

a church, a shopping centre, or an apartment block wi jì. l,Jhen a pìan

is made to convert cow pasture into residential development a number of

factors have to be considered. One of these factors will be the passive

interest of the future residents of the development. when a plan is

made to convert the house next door into whatever, an additional factor

wil'l have to be considered. This additional factor is the active

interest of the neighbours in what happens to the piece of ìand to be

redeveloped. A well prepared pìanner wilì have to be prepared to deal

with people as a living force to be reckoned with, rather than as a

static obstruction which can be pìanned around. so, even if a p'lanner

has no personal interest in participation, it is ìikely that he has a

professional interest. This is the first reason why a planner should be

interested in the participatory process.
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The second reason is that a planner may want to become professionalìy

invoìved in participation. He or she may want to develop a professional

expertise in participation. This is not a job for everyone. There are

certain skiìls required for the job which possibly can be learned, but

there are also certain personaìity traits which may be innate. For

example, a skilled facilitator must be able to hoìd back his own views

and desires on a particular issue so that he can heìp others bring forth

their views. He must be a skilled arbitrator of the competition of egos

which threatens groups' interaction. He should be able to take p'leasure

in the accompìishments of others. He must be perceived as trustworthy

by others, etc.

Even if a pìanner doesn't have these skills and gifts, and isn,t
persona'lly interested in having them, it is important that their

importance to community relations is recognized. A pìanner who is a$Jare

of the needs of the participatory process, may be able to take actions

which wiìl benefit his interests. For example, it may be fatal to a

process of negotiation between some interest group and the conrnunity if
the professionai resource person is mistrusted by the conrnunity. A

pìanner who is aware of this problem could take steps to improve the

situation, perhaps by suggesting that the resource person be repìaced.

To sum up, participation as conrnunity deveìopment or as poìitica'l

involvement is on the increase. It is inevitable that pìanners will have

to deal with participation whether direct'ly or indirectìy. Because

certajn values and certain skills are important to the role of the

professional person who is involved in participation, it is important

that pìanners become aware of participation, particÍpatory values, and

the kind of leadership skills which are compatible with them.
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Ìtajor Ðmata
page 18, llne J should read, "... Indlvlduals and the lnstltutlons rvlth whlch

they lnteract."
pa6e 11, llnes t7e.72. The sentence whlch reails,"It Has'not posslble for a

s¡na}l group of Iil,.e r¡lnded lnd.ivldr¡aIs to 6overn effectlvely. " should be

omltted.

¡6'ge 5t, lines t?-20 should read. ln part,"...onc€ these suspiclons have been

a1layed., these same people w111 defer to the offlcial expertise. '''e are a

soclety 1n nhom has been lncuLcated...".

þge 9?,.Ilne 6. Sefore the ¡nragraph which begins,"These concerns have a

strong emotlonal component. ", lnsert the following:
In our society, professionals are authority figures'

and. they are w¡doubtedly chosen out of respect for thelr
soclal stand.ing. I{owever, thls poses a probJ-e:ir. TL¡ese parents

enter the process on the baÈ1s of thelr concern for thelr
chlld.ren and. thelr nelghbourhood.

lilnor Errata
abstract llne 2, read 'whlch' not 'shlch'.
pa1e ?,11ne 16, read,'Ihave not trled. . .' .

pa1e 9, ltne 17, readr"...pârtlcipatlon ln governmer-It...".

page 11, 11ne2, reaC,'has two attrlbutes.".
page J6, line 8, read,'... whlch lf present...'.
page 68, line J, readr'se1f awareness...'.
page f0, 1lne 3, read,'...asked. people !f...'.
page 91, llne 10, read,' . ..the bellefs about cl-osure. . . ' .

paee 1O2, Iine 2, read,'...lnterests be resolved...'.
i,.fu Sr , t,r,e z, rea4,'oe{e,crrn3' õr 'de++crrrlg'-


